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- After-sales losses of fish
- Marinists need water plants

Placing the Blame

If you buy a new radio, watch or car the one happening assumed to be most unlikely by both seller and buyer is complete and final failure of the purchased goods a few days later. Most people who buy aquarium fishes do not have quite the same degree of assuredness about ‘serviceability’ after purchase, but have acquired but one a right to be when newly acquired fishes die.

Occasionally the sad person is met who does was very wrongful at any loss he sustains. From time to time we are contacted by such an irate aquarist who writes of telephones in the obvious expectation that rest will in a flash be able to see how unjustly he has been treated by his supplier and obtain immediate restitution for him. Sometimes the wrongful one has not even mentioned what has happened to the dealer concerned! Unfortunately the chain of events involved in these episodes is never simple and our advice is always for the ‘injured’ party first to discuss the matter, without anger, with the dealer. The dealer has yet to be born who will take kindly to an indignant customer who is accusing him of knowingly selling dying fishes.

Most dealers acknowledge that fishes, small ones in particular, may occasionally be injured, without anyone being aware of it, in netting and transfer to plastic bag or jar. But dealers also know that their customers sometimes do extraordinary things with their packages after leaving the shop and either before or during the transfer of the fish to their own tanks. More often than not the customer is given the benefit of any doubt the dealer may harbour.

Oddly enough the accounts of fish losses that do cause us to feel irate anger towards the dealer are the ones from those beginners who wrongly accept responsibility for dying fishes on the grounds that their own inexperience is to blame when, in fact, it is clear from their letters that the continued purchase of diseased stock is the cause of their difficulties. In such instances the dealer must certainly be aware of the trouble because of the deaths that will be occurring in his shop tanks and quite clearly he should not be allowing the same affairs to continue.

Fish diseases and parasites being as numerous as they are and control of them as yet imperfect there is no doubt that even the best run establishment with the most conscientious management will occasionally unwittingly be selling infected stock. This is a fact of life we all have to live with and there has to be tolerant understanding of these problems by both customer and seller.

Growing Greenery

OLDERST in freshwater aquarium keeping who, perhaps without being taught to ‘go marine’, have looked into current seawater fish-keeping procedures and theories will see in these some aspects to widen interests in their own tanks. The marinist’s preoccupation with the content of certain nitrogen-containing compounds in his aquarium seawater is in part a consequence of his inability to maintain lush growths of marine vegetation. The well-planned freshwater aquarium (with plants really flourishing) can support a large fish population without addition of nitrate and if it ever need never think or even know about ammonia, nitrates and nitrites. Nitrogen wastes are certainly produced within such a tank but they are, of course, sheer gravy for the plants. What the marinist needs is not only a chemical that will let him keep marine and freshwater fishes together but one that will let him have some thickets of Vallisneria with his clowns, tangs and damsels. Then three-quarters of his worries would be over.
LETTERS

For and Against the Beetles

I READ, with some concern, a letter in your 'Readers’ Queries Answered' column (PFM, September 1972) entitled 'Beetle Invasion', in which a reader constructed a garden pool—much to the delight of the local water beetle population. Unfortunately their take-over bid was not appreciated by the pond owner, who proceeded to slaughter them left, right and centre. I appreciate the gentleman’s concern for his fish fry, for the 1½ in. beetles he mentions are probably _Hybana_ and _Agabus_ species, all of which are predatory along with their larvae. On the other hand, it must be realised that the natural environment of these creatures is steadily being reduced as a result of land development for housing estates etc. throughout the country; consequently insects that were once very common are becoming scarce. Destroying unwanted visitors to the garden pond does not help matters, so I suggest that the gentleman who is so concerned for the well-being of his koi and fantails should use a little discretion and transport his captives alive to the nearest country pond and release them.

The great diving beetle was mentioned. I certainly agree that this species could not be confused with the beetles described in the letter, its length being about 1 inch and, as in all insects, it is only the larvae that grows. After going through the pupal stage the insect becomes an adult. There is no further growth or development, consequently one shouldn’t have a ‘baby dytiscus’ beetle of ½ inch length.

Our correspondent has quite a problem but he will never eradicate it, however much he tries. With a larger pond, which is thickly planted, the will win through in the end. The beetles and their larvae will have a small percentage of the fish fry but at the same time there should be quite an abundance of young nishiki koi and fantails if the conditions are right. One thing is certain though—beetles such as _Agabus_ are Nature’s own dustermen. Anything that is weak or dies is speedily dispatched.

Vidley, nr. Portsmouth, Hants. N. B. HUNT

Akvariet’s Day 1972

AS you probably know, _Tidskriften Akvariet_ is the oldest aquarium magazine in the world still being published with no interruption. Its 45th anniversary was celebrated on 23rd-24th September in Gothenburg and on that occasion the man who started the magazine 45 years ago, Mr Edvin Brorsson, Malmö, delivered the Oscar trophy for 1971 to the famous Arend van den Nieuwenhuizen from Holland. On the enclosed photo Mr van den Nieuwenhuizen is standing in the middle of the picture and Mr Brorsson to the right. The gentleman to the left is Mr Finn Morbeck from Oslo, Norway, who got the Oscar 1969. For 5 years running this trophy has been awarded to a famous pet fish hobbyist at the yearly celebration ‘Akvariet’s Day’.

Göteborg, Sweden

Editor, _Tidskriften Akvariet_

GUNNAR LUNDEN

Angry Breeders

I FEEL. I must reply in connection with the correspondence on ‘Angry Breeders’ (PFM, July and September) as I am the person who owned the discus being mentioned. When the result of that class had been judged, I went to the steward and told him I thought the judging was bad all through the Show. I deenchmed my fish and went home. Nothing else was said by me and I understand that the trouble started after I had left. It does not bother me to be beaten by better fish.

Continued on page 325
Unbeatable value
GUSSIE AQUARIUM AIR PUMPS

These highly-efficient pumps are quiet, powerful, durable and economical and, in the opinions of many users, better than other pumps which are more expensive — another example of the Gussie brand value for money. Single or twin; both versions are 'trembler' pumps with long-lasting moulded diaphragms. Your fish will be safe with Gussie Aquarium Air Pumps.


See your usual supplier or contact us direct
ARMITAGE BROS. LTD. ARMITAGE HOUSE, COLWICK, NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA
LET GUSSIE CARE FOR YOUR FISH

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
We have managed to obtain publishers' entire stocks of GÜNTHER STERBA'S
FRESHWATER FISHES OF THE WORLD

A Massive 877 Pages PLUS 1193 Illustrations

THIS authoritative work on aquarium fishes by an accepted expert is the first major handbook on this subject written by a scientist to be available in English. It is at once a practical guide for all seriously concerned with aquarium fishes and a recognized work of reference. It deals with the identification, biology and care of no fewer than 1300 species, the vast majority of which are illustrated. Thus it easily excels in comprehensiveness the scope of any other comparable English language work. It not only includes species and genera—even whole families and orders—not mentioned elsewhere, but also deals with the groups from temperate climates, the supposedly uninteresting ' uglies' and the larger species to which there is no other handy guide.

"The best authoritative text on the subject ever written for the aquarist . . . This splendid book is destined to become the standard work for the aquarist"—TIMES EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT

The author, Professor Günther Sterba, is well known all over the world for his comprehensive knowledge of aquarium culture. In this Volume, his scholarship and industry are ably matched by his photographic skill. Here is a gallery of fish portraits more extensive than that available in any comparable book. The vast majority of these photographs are new, and the drawings, distribution-maps and anatomical figures are of the highest quality. The 1193 illustrations consist of 102 colour photographs, 423 black-and-white photographs and 668 line drawings. This edition of the book has been edited and revised for the English-speaking world by a leading authority on the subject, Denys W. Tucker, D.Sc., M.I.Biol.

RETAIL PRICE £5.25
Postage & Packing 25p

NORWOOD AQUARIUM
Phone 01-670 6908
24 KNIGHTS HILL LONDON S.E.27
Unrestricted parking for cars at rear of premises
Buses 2 2B 196 68 Stop Outside. 20 yards from WEST NORWOOD STATION
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PENCIL HEATERS

Your Best AQUARIUM HEATER
Buy 55p
50–75–100–125–150–200 WATTS
Guaranteed One Year by RENA From All Good Pet and Aquatic Stores

Distributed by
RENA CONCESSIONAIRES U.K.
impelec LIMITED
89-89A PARK ST. SLOUGH BUCKS

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
When you pay less for their food your fish will eat better.

When you work it out, Phillips Fish Foods cost about half the price of other comparable flaked foods. Yet they're the best you can buy. Best because of the nourishing things that go into them. Because of their high protein content. Their correct balance of vitamins and minerals. And they cost less because they're made right here in Britain. So there are no import charges or big transport costs. They also come in a range. So you can give your fish a frequent change of diet. (They like that as much as you do). So, if you're not already feeding them the best, change to Phillips right away.

Phillips Fish Foods
Phillips Yeast Products Ltd.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
**Flaked Fish Food**
A special blend of liver, fish and meat meals, insects, crustaceans, vegetable matter, brewers' yeast, milk powder and cod-liver oil, for tropical and cold water fish. Tropical Drum 12p, 1½ oz 25p, 4½ oz 55p, 18 oz £1.76.
Cold water Drum 11p, 1½ oz 23p, 4½ oz 53p, 18 oz £1.60.

**Cold Water Granules**
A highly nutritious scientifically formulated mixture for feeding cold water fish. In drums. 11p.

**Maxiflakes**
Another scientifically balanced staple food, specially designed for hand feeding large tropical and cold water fish. 1½ oz 35p.

**Multifreeze**
A 100% freeze-dried mixture of seven nourishing foods, that retain the full nutritional value of live foods with the convenience and cleanliness of dried food. In drums. 28p.

**Aquatabs**
Made to press on the side of the tank so you can enjoy watching the fish feed themselves. Contain freeze-dried roe, shrimp, liver, beef heart, spinach and lettuce, cod-liver oil, milk powder, brewers' yeast and seven vitamins. They come in tubes of 24. 15p.

---

-the best that cost less.

Park Royal Road, London, N.W.10.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
WINDMILL BREEDING TRAP

- Grilled top, base and interior partitions allow water flow and movement of fry.
- Fixed base provides exit for fry but not adults.
- Upper compartment dividers enable two adults to be accommodated or can be used to limit movement of a single female.
- Removable secondary base allows passage of water and waste.
- Provision for internal aeration to encourage water flow through trap.
- Legs on which trap can stand on the bottom of a tank, or rubber suckers by which trap can be adhered to side of tank.

$1.20

AIR REJECTOR

Connect air line to the inlet tube and insert the cleaner into the tank, foxtail downwards, then run the foxtail over the sediment, as you would a vacuum cleaner. The water and sediment will be sucked up the main tube and, falling into the sediment receiver and thence into the filter bag, impurities will be trapped and purified water will pass back into the tank. 63p

BOOSTER AIR LIFT

The power lift can be used in conjunction with the Windmill Biological Filter to increase the rate of water turnover.

Single Power Lift 95p
Double Booster Airlift £1.25

The Windmill biological filter consists of a grid of perforated tubes laid down in the gravel of an aquarium. These tubes draw water into the gravel by means of an air-lift, which also helps to aerate the water in the current thus set up between the stones. Any organic matter in the water is sucked down into the gravel, where the bacteria which live on the surface of each stone feed on the sediment, aided by the ample supply of air dissolved in the water, the bacteria change the sediment into simple salts—which fertilize the plants, and harmless gases which are swept out by the air-lift. Thus the sediment is completely disposed of.

Tank filter requirements:
- 18 in. 75p
- 24 in. 95p

Two 18-in. filters for a 36-in. tank, Two 24-in. filters for a 48-in. tank

Manufacturers:

WINDMILL PRODUCTS

Head Office: 244 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1.
Tel: 01-834 4242

Works: 29-33 College Rd., Woolston, Southampton.
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continued from page 318

The zebra5 that won were stated to be 3 months old; the females of the six were about 11 in. in size and full of spawn. As anyone knows, the only fish that can be grown to spawn inside 3 months are killifish.

As for the 'Halifax Aquarist' (who must be a top discus expert!), I have been breeding discus for 5 years and to grow the fish to 2½ in. in 12 months is good going. The fish in that Show had won best-in-show at York with 88 points and have never been beaten this year in 14 shows.

Fleetwood, Lancs.

RON DUNN

A Truly Unique Society

ELEVEN members of the Castleford & District Aquarists Society were invited by the Unique Aquarists' Society, Wakefield Prison, to look around their fish house. This was arranged by Mr Challenger, the Chief Officer, and Mr Jennings, the Principal Officer. I must say we all enjoyed the outing and the time passed all too quickly. One of the inmates said how much they appreciated our visit as it gave them the opportunity to talk to other aquarists and perhaps learn a bit more about the hobby.

I felt that we could have learnt quite a lot from them if only we had had more time. There are ten members of the Unique Society. They have eight show tanks and approximately 50 tanks in the fish house. Their 3-D backgrounds, made from paper mâché and polystyrene, were beautiful to see—and the fish! They have bred gouramis, tiger barbs, fighters etc.; but most impressive were the young oscars (the parents of those were about 20 months old and in lovely condition), the catfish C. polypore, and the young of the beautiful Lake Malawi cichlid P. auratus.

They read PFM regularly. Both Mr Challenger and Mr Jennings give a lot of their spare time to help this Society. In fact, they are now helping to plan an Invitation Show to be held at Wakefield Prison in November and I can assure you that the Castleford & District Society members are really looking forward to this show.

Castleford & DAS

MRS M. GATER

Idol Worship

MAY I, through the pages of your Journal, offer congratulations to Mr Roy Pinks for yet another excellent article in his series on marines. In 'Butterflies of the Reefs', however, I feel one point should be clarified. He states that it is 'wastefully foolish' to keep the Moorish idol as it is a 'quite impossible fish.' I had understood throughout this series of articles that Mr Pinks was to describe his experiences with marines. If this is the case may I ask if he has ever kept this fish or was this information gleaned from the pages of the vast amount of misleading information published on marine fishkeeping?

I fear the latter, and if so may I suggest that he attempts to keep one—he may be agreeably surprised! Its secrets are not quite as deeply hidden as he seems to believe.

Basically any aquarium containing healthy butterflies is capable of supporting this fish. Feeding, I have found, to be quite simple; within hours of being installed in the aquarium each of the five fish I have kept has fed on dried food (Phillips Flake) and within 7-10 days has fed very heavily on fresh mussel and chopped shrimps. In case Mr Pinks' reaction to this letter is that I must have been very lucky in purchasing these fish from a very good dealer, or be extremely good at spotting a good healthy fish, let me dispel this at this stage; three of the five fish were purchased 'blind' and the remaining two after only a cursory glance. None of the fish had been quarantined prior to purchase and as far as I know all had just arrived in the country when purchased. They were not purchased at one time, the acquisition being over a period of a year.

Coodpoeth, Wrexham

K. M. HOBLEY

ROY PINKS replies: Every fish on which I commented as a performer actually took part, but the Moorish idol was not one such. My remarks about it were derived in part from the known experiences of other aquarists, in part from the often misleading literature on the subject, and in part from some notes I received at the time from a friend in the Far East who had ready access to local specimens. I should like to know how long Mr Hobley's fish lived, amongst other things, and I shall be writing to him to take advantage of his kind offer of information. On all the evidence I have, though, the Moorish idol is not a beginner's fish.
TROPICAL MARINE PROJECT—10

Selecting for BODY SHAPE

By ROY PINKS

Despite their glorious and often startling colouring, which can change with the passing of a mood, tropical marine fish can present a less than convincing picture if full advantage is not taken of the wide range of differing body shapes usually available. It is all very well to build up a community of creatures that look like fish, but as it is possible, without too much outlay, to display fishes looking like leaves, cows or boxes, the temptation is well-nigh irresistible to any right-minded aquarist. Or so I am led to believe.

I have already mentioned the rainbow wrasse (Pseudocoris biguttatus), which seems to appeal to everyone else but me on account of its struggling method of locomotion. Its colours are not as its name suggests, and its incessant buoy-ness can prove rather irritating, especially as it all seems so pointless. It has a prodigious appetite and will grab bits far too big for it, hustle away with them, bang them against a convenient piece of coral until they either slip into its mouth or drop into a nearby cranny to rot gently away; and then it swims back for more. Possibly, endless excursions cause it to rediscover some of these treasures, but whether they get disposed of is another matter. I think they do, and that this somehow justifies the inclusion of this fish.

Cleaner Fishes

The beginner will find the wrasse hardly enough, but I am not sure that I would recommend it wholeheartedly when, for instance, there is the cleaner wrasse (Labroides dimidiatus) as such a near rival. The body shape is similar—torpedo-like, and the colour (several blues, green at times, on a bold black bar) is one of the most luminescent things you will ever get in your tank. Admittedly the rainbow wrasse has some reddish brown in him, but it is altogether more sombre, and does not possess the cleaning proclivity of its rival. It may score in terms of adaptability because the cleaner wrasse is said to be intolerant of water changes, especially of transfer into a nitrite-ridden environment, so therefore some thought has to be given to the purchase of this latter species. Best to defer until about 3 months or more after setting up, and the longer the better. Mine has behaved very well and has never given a moment's anxiety. It feeds copiously on a variety of foods and gets on well with its companions, with perhaps less conscientiousness in its cleaning role than I would have considered to be reasonable. Perhaps I have a lazy fish, but I don't much mind as it is such a beautiful creature.

On the subject of cleaning, the tiny neon gobies, which resembles a miniature cleaner wrasse, should certainly be considered for early inclusion in any marine community. This truly goes about its business in style, but the technique differs from that of the wrasse. The latter hangs in mid-water and tentatively picks away at its host before settling down to the job in hand: the goby spends much of its time on the tank bottom or on a coral fragment and the hosts literally queue up for its services and often lie on their sides as though inviting it to come aboard. Tantalisingly, and I often think it is the female goby that does it—there is a tendency for this audacious splinter to wait until the customer is well and truly prostrate, whereupon it flits away merrily to some distant spot to ponder on the follies of bigger fish.

It is a very great pity indeed that neon gobies are so quarrelsome (literally, they seem incompatible with one another in small tanks), for if their nature were otherwise there would be a heavy temptation to include at least half a dozen. I am able to state that their food requirements are modest and they are not in the least finicky, excepting when they are ill. I have had them with both white spot and ich, but the copper sulphate remedy restored them to good health. They are not, by all accounts, particularly long-lived fish, but perhaps this is because fully grown fish are usually imported, so that much of their natural span has already passed.

A point which interests me about the activities of the cleaners is precisely how they appear to keep disease down without spreading it. Perhaps they do a bit of each.

Moving away from the torpedo-shaped fishes, I should perhaps mention one more or less conventionally shaped species which yet looks something of a curiosity on account of its colour and strange habits. I refer to the wreckfish (Anthias squamipinnis), which is somewhat perch-like,
A cleaner wrasse (Labroides dominatus) gets to work on a blue-striped trigger fish (Pseudobalistes fuscus).

...not what it seemed. A week later the ballet was still being enacted, albeit without some of the leading performers, who had meanwhile joined the corps of other local fanciers. I decided that although here was a fish that I would probably never really take to (its mouth was too large by far!), PFM readers had a right to know more about it. Noble to the end therefore I parted with the modest sum of £2.50 and introduced what I was convinced would be trouble to my large tank.

Wreckfish

Graham Cox warns us in his book that Anthias spp. can be exceedingly tedious over initial feeding, and this nearly put me off taking the plunge. It so happened that the specimen accepted white worm within a few minutes of entering the tank and has never looked back. It has consumed vast quantities of whatever I have offered it, and greatly to its credit it has never made an offensive overture with that cavernous mouth, which all our experience told us boded the worst. Its antics have been much less eccentric than when it was in the company of its kind, but it lolllops around in a most engaging way and I must admit to having become quite attached...
to it. Its colours are absolutely glorious, being matched only by what I believe to be a near relative, which has a much more purplish fluorescent sort of sheen overlaying the basic pink. The latter has an undershot lower jaw, whereas in the species I have the jaw arrangement is the other way round.

I was a bit worried that this hungry-looking character would rapidly outgrow the tank and would leave behind a trail of wreckage of some sort, but his size has remained more or less as it was at purchase and, as for habits, its sole weakness is to lie doggo in the top of the clam shell with its head sticking out. Such terrible vices are tolerable under my rules, and so far as I am aware there are no others. It seems likely that the odd gyrations which accompanied our initial acquaintance with the wreckfish were attributable to a form of sex display, and it would have been interesting to have left the company undisturbed for a week or so. The situation seemed to have about it the promise which seldom attends the would-be breeder of tropical marines, and I would certainly consider this species as a ’possible’ in this context for those with the facilities to devote to this particular field of research. There could certainly be few more attractive subjects. This is probably not a fish to be used as a starter, because of its unpredictable attitude to food, so the beginner should only consider introducing it to a demonstrably seasoned tank.

Many novices become attracted, at the stage at which they begin to ponder over the more outlandish fish shapes, to the scorpion fish, and certainly the several forms in which it and its relatives come is an immediate hit. Its delicate, almost unbelievable red and pink hues with blacks and blues and dots all interspersed are combined with an oddity of form and locomotion which are virtually irresistible. Yet I decided against one for my community. Its poisonous dorsal spines are no joke at all if human or aquatic victim impinge upon them. Further, these fish grow to larger sizes than I would want and they take some feeding. I take the point, which many enthusiasts may make, that this can be a community fish. It is a qualified contender, however, and I feel that I can do without it whilst there are ever so many others with more pressing claims. The real advantage it has over the others in the group of interesting shapes is its comparatively modest price, which can be in the $4-$6 range. Others like the cowfish and the boxfish can cost a lot more and not every specimen is as perfect as the scorpions can be, price for price.

Filefish

I therefore settled for a rather different sort of curiosity, and this was in the $1-$4 region—the filefish (Oxymonacanthus longipes). This particular one is green and orange and has the strangest eye you have ever seen. It hardly looks like an eye at all, simply a carmine of similar patterning to the body, and which fastens on you every so often to demonstrate its real purpose in life. The filefish are relations of the triggerfish and have similar dorsal and ventral anchoring spines, which enable them to tuck themselves safely into crevices that suit their fancy. The means of swimming are similar, too, and they seem to insinuate themselves through the water instead of swimming. Such a stately demeanour, coupled with a lamb-like personality, really gives them a head start as community fish though this is offset rather considerably by their unpredictability as feeders. Their size certainly swings one’s preference back in their favour because they are said to remain quite small in captivity, and may never exceed 4-5 in. in 30-50 gallon tanks.

I managed to secure a filefish about 2½ in. long, whose sole contribution for about 3 days was to remain firmly wedged between a piece of coral and the side of the tank. Its eyes alone were mobile, but somewhat reproachfully, I thought. It finally broke its fast on brine shrimp, which it pecked at delicately with its beak-like mouth, but it took a week or so before it progressed to chopped white worms. I was really delighted. I even put myself when I got thrown in a cooked spinach and finally dried food from the surface of the water. It looked to have settled in splendidly but suddenly died. I will enlarge on this somewhat, at a later stage, but its regrettably rapid demise should not be taken out of context.

I shall try again with this species, using perhaps more than one, and I shall try also to secure rather fatter specimens than the one in question, because it habitually looked more skeleton-like than I care to see a fish. Yet such is their habit that it seems genuinely difficult to put the good into one bag and to leave the rest behind. Whatever went wrong, the filefish was a regular family favourite and we hope that the next one will fare very much better. Its reputation is such that it should stand the rigours of most small private collections, and with this background it seems as fair a bet as the average clown: difficult ‘settlers’ but most rewarding if this initial period can be weathered.

Individuality will always make these species look a bit less trustworthy than they really are, possibly because the failures will be reported and the successes will not. I suspect this is rather the way with marines, though. It is more than difficult for many who pronounce on the subject to be truly impersonal and objective. It all underlines the need, in this branch of the hobby, to weigh every forward move with care and to appraise the overall situation constantly as critically as you can.

To be continued
Personal COMMENT

At one time the mere mention of artificial aquarium plants could be counted on to evoke the most scornful of laughter, if nothing worse. Not only was it repugnant to the enthusiast to include anything but natural material in his tanks, but it took much courage even to contemplate employing some of the ghastly creations which masqueraded as decorations. Many of them would have looked in place on the headgear of cavalrymen of yesteryear whilst the remainder resolutely defied every effort to ascribe to them a purpose in life. Every so often the pet shops would sell them off at huge premiums, together with surplus rubber dog bones and barge mirrors, but even then they tended to languish.

Knowing my negative enthusiasm for such things one of mydealer friends wickedly confronted me in mixed company with a large showcase full of plastic plants just a week or so ago, and asked me how I felt about them. I was at the very least expected to erupt in some way, and there were even hopes that something actionable might come from the encounter with Inter-Pet’s new range. My unexpected complete failure to conform to type was due entirely to the fact that at long last somebody had had the good sense as well as the good taste to take a long and careful look at Nature before producing yet another group of contenders for the artificial market. What I saw was a highly diverse selection of plants, each attractively boxed in a transparent container bearing the name of the species. The colours were as near natural as I have ever seen, and the construction of each plant was most plausible. I particularly liked the juveniles in the ‘valisneria’ package, which were linked to the parent plants in the way familiar to all aquarists.

One may well ask what place have such things in the lives of the average aquarist, though perhaps the more difficult question to answer would be how to define the average aquarist. We are certainly of all types and of diverse interests and capabilities, so no single statement will cover us all. It will be more helpful to state just how this new generation of decoration will develop, as develop it will, for it is far too good not to catch on. The more experienced aquarist will tend to resist, partly due to pure prejudice, and partly because it presents no test for his abilities as a grower. There are probably more permanent members of the hobby who have remained adherents because of the element of perpetual challenge, than those who have found it a simple diversion. There will be numerous diehards who will never be converted, but this group will probably comprise the very successful plant-growers who, almost miraculously, seem never to have problems.

I think one should remain as open-minded as possible about this sort of thing. There are plenty of situations in which it would seem to be perfectly legitimate to use artificial plants, and if they get even better than they are I shall certainly contemplate using them myself. We are all familiar with the tendency for one tank to fill itself with plant life whilst another, with similar characteristics—even precisely similar ones, so far as we can determine—will scarcely support duckweed. The drastic failure of this sort will normally call for a replant, but if the trouble persists there may now be some answer in the form of plastic substitutes. There are also those awkward places in normally well-equipped aquariums where the plants never seem to thrive at all, such as in the areas surrounding airstones outlets, and in those dark corners with rocks or similar features. I cannot think why, in such circumstances, the artificial should not supplement the natural, but I must admit that I would still shudder at the prospect of a totally artificial planting.

There is also that category of expensive or difficult plant life which defies the efforts of the most skilled, perhaps because the pH of the local water is quite wrong for the natural species. In these conditions it seems sensible to consider plastic substitutes if they look the part. An avenue of artificial Malagasy lace plants would possibly look just right where one struggling natural specimen would seem horrible, but let us hope that the manufacturers will in time develop specimens of varying size so that there may be greater resemblance to the natural way of things not to grow uniformly. The ability to develop groups of the rarer and more attractive species will certainly appeal to the aquarist who is striving for effect, but the greatest skill and ingenuity will be required to achieve the illusion that all is natural. It is perhaps amusing to note that people often remark, of a particularly fine specimen plant (e.g. A. affinis), that ‘it hardly looks natural’, so those who intend taking liberties may often have a good start.

As for the beginner, I imagine the temptations are very great to invest in an all-plastic contrivance, which requires absolutely no upkeep. For those with only a marginal interest in their tanks this is no doubt a fairly sound approach because some of the disasters resulting from decaying plant life can be
circumvented or averted altogether. The facility of moving ‘artificials’ around quite freely without breaking bits off them every time they are touched is a further attractive feature of this concept, and any desired arrangement can be worked out quite regardless of light-sources or light-intensity. A further slight bonus is the complete frustration of snails, whose evil activities have often contributed significantly to the discomfiture of the beginner.

Quite what the effect is likely to be on the overall economy of a tank, I do not know, though I would hazard a guess that it is far less serious than many of the perfectionist naturalists would have us believe. Much would depend on the presence or otherwise of aeration and filtration, both of which would need to come into prominence in an all-plastic situation. From the general point of view of hygiene and well-being I have no doubt whether the natural plant life we set so much store by is of paramount significance, and as time goes on we shall have details of experiences of aquarists who have experimented with both sorts of system. Successful though these fine plants are, my own preference will remain with the real thing. For one thing I like to see plants grow, and even those that fail leave behind a mystery which one hopes to solve some day. I have no doubt but that educational institutions will welcome such as the Inter-Pet range because they are both unequivocal and nearly indestructible.

From the point of view of identification and classification, a collection would seem to be a good investment and a splendid way of familiarising students with a wide range of aquatic growth. Beyond that, like me, I think those whose interests lie in living things will want to pursue the matter very much further, whatever the temporary disappointments might turn out to be.

Some time ago I was faced with the problem familiar to most aquarists of how to get rid of algae in a tank containing small to medium sized tetras. I had tried most of the recommended dodges, short of chemical attack, which I absolutely reject at all times, and was fast losing faith in the ability of the so-called algae-removing fishes that are most commonly assigned to the task of window and plant cleaning. The most satisfactory of these, taken all in all, was the Otocinclus, both affinis and arnoldi, though the sum total of their efforts in terms of pouindage of algae actually removed was miniscule. For all this I very much took to their queer habits and complete unobtrusiveness and think they are always worth a place in a small mixed collection. Mollies are often suggested as algae removers, and, like platys and swordtails, can make some impact, but are notoriously temperamental as regards changes of water, as are the latter, to a lesser extent.

Readers of this column may recall that I therefore introduced a red-tailed black shark to the scene in the hope that it would succeed where the others had partly or totally failed to make the grade. At the time of recording this apparent act of unwise I heard my critics whispering that Arpee was at it again, simply inviting trouble. The whole manoeuvre was just designed to bring about total destruction in that particular tank, which would give me the opportunity of buying a whole lot of different fishes to write about. Such a cynical approach is, as it happens, quite uncalled for and un-necessary as unscheduled departures for the Great Beyond usually create all the vacancies I can cope with. The advent of the shark was, in any case, a risk that turned out to be fully justified, and although I fully expected some casualties from amongst the neon’s and some tiny rasboras I have suffered no losses whatever from bullying, and the even more remarkable thing is that there are no signs of injury on any of the small fishes.

This is not to say that peace has reigned uninterrupted: indeed, life has never been quite as eventful. The shark sailed into its new surroundings and, after a calm survey of the possibilities, took up residence behind a solid piece of submerged tree trunk. Owing to reorganisation of the tank décor at odd times since then, this has gone through a sequence of changes of stance and location, but the shark has kept hold of its territory throughout, and this may have helped to keep it sweet-tempered. Many correspondents have testified to quite opposite tendencies on the part of this fish, and I am inclined to regard this sad fact as the norm rather than otherwise. In this particular case aggressiveness has been confined to regular and thorough sweeps throughout the length and breadth of the tank with the clear object of displaying power, which, mercifully, so far has been confined to these patrol activities. Strangely, they are not in any way objectionable to the viewer because they seem to lack any sort of real venom, and I cannot say that the smaller fishes look particularly terrified when they are brusquely edged away from their chosen paths. It could be truly said that at no time hitherto has the tank been so full of movement and interest. The vivid colouring of the shark contrasting with the flashing silver of the smaller fishes makes an appealing sight and is probably a truer representation of what normally takes place in a small stretch of water than
Is it New to You?

Photographs by CLIFF HARRISON

This delightful black and white catfish has been known by the popular names V-cross catfish and skunk catfish. A South American species, it is believed to be Sorubimichthys plecogloss. Seen at Harrow Green Aquatics, London.

Another catfish of unusual appearance found amongst imports this summer. It has been referred to as the 'Tasenda catfish', but no certain identification has been assigned.

... and a Better-Known Favourite

Photograph by B. KAHL

Connoisseurs of the Corydoras catfishes frequently place the leopard catfish (Corydoras julii) at the top of the list for attractive appearance. The front cover of PFM this month carries this excellent camera study of the 'julii'. Recommended for community tanks.
A Comparison of Standards for

SINGLETAILED GOLDFISH

By M. D. CLUSE
President, Goldfish Society of Great Britain

GOLDFISHES exhibited for competition
at aquarists' shows are judged on how close
their shape is to that regarded as representing
normality for a fish in good condition in its wild
form.

The common goldfish is regarded as having the
normal shape and proportions of the species
Carassius auratus. The depth of the body is about
two-fifths of the body length, not counting the
caudal fin. The dorsal lobe of the tail fin is about
two-thirds of the body length. The shape of the tail
fin lobes is neither very rounded nor very pointed.

Any fancy variety of singletailed goldfish must
incorporate one or more characteristics that
demonstrate obvious mutations from the 'normal'
common goldfish or wild-type shape.

When we consider the comet variety it will be
realised (a) that the body is slimmer than that of
the common goldfish (GSGB Standard for the
comet has a body depth of one-third of body
length), (b) that the fins are pointed and the tail
fin is deeply forked, and (c) that the fins are long
and the upper lobe of the caudal fin can be equal
in length to the body (see GSGB Standard). That

Outlines of the GSGB Bristol-type shubunkin (from the GSGB Standards Handbook by
kind permission of the Society)
Right: outline of the original 'Bristol shubunkin', showing the overlarge tail that conflicts with modern concepts

Below: outlines of the GSGB comet goldfish variety (from the GSGB Standard Handbook)

The fish can carry this long fin well-spread without drooping must be due to the narrowness of the lobes. Indeed they are pointed at the greatest distance from the caudal peduncle, which can be regarded as the fulcrum to which the supporting upper ray is fixed. The strongest downward pull is exerted at the point furthest from the fulcrum.

When considering the GSGB Bristol-type shubunkin, it will be seen that the body has virtually the same proportions as the common goldfish. The lobes of the caudal fin are very rounded in contour compared with the common goldfish and even more so when compared with the comet. The ideal Bristol-type shubunkin should have a well spread caudal fin, which is not a draggle-tail. Because of the breadth of the lobes of the tail fin there is a large area to be supported by the upper ray of the fin. Therefore, this fin should not
be too long or it will droop. Also the fin should not be deeply forked or an obvious scissoring action will be observed. The ideal length according to the GSGB Standard is one-half of body length. Greater length and area of this fin is a good thing provided that it does not cause the tail to droop and therefore lose points under ‘carriage of caudal fin’. The comet and the GSGB Bristol-type shubunkin are therefore distinctly different fishes. If we have a look at the old Bristol shubunkin drawing, probably done before World War 2, it becomes apparent that it has several disadvantages in comparison with modern concepts. The tail fin, being overlong, and in conjunction with a deepish forking, rather encouraged the draggle-tail. Another difficulty was, and perhaps still is, that ‘metallic’ fish shaped similarly to the old drawing of the Bristol shubunkin were put on the market and indeed on the show bench as ‘scaled comets’. Fortunately nowadays breeders of Bristol shubunkins seem to prefer fish with broader lobes. The GSGB does provide a niche for the fish of the metallic group by calling it the GSGB Bristol-type goldfish, and the GSGB Standards provide a drawing of the metallic comet, which is definitely different.

Personal Comment

*continued from page 330*

the ideally suited and placid communities we more usually attempt to build up.

The remaining fishes certainly look uncommonly fit—perhaps the unaccustomed exercise has both kept them out of danger of physical assault and given them an opportunity of avoiding surplus weight, which, in some fishes, noticeably imparts human characteristics with increasing age. This particular tank has some of my veteran fishes of 5 or more years’ standing and they are showing no especial strain. Even a very large and ancient feathertail, which by rights should have died months ago, is being allowed to take his time, and this in itself is interesting in the light of the tendency of ailing fish to become the automatic victims of predatory species. The benevolence of the shark is in no way attributable to special diet or unusual treatment, as the inmates of this tank have been fed dried food only for quite a long period, as an experiment, and the results have been entirely acceptable.

As for the algae, well, it is still there, but we have been so fascinated with the movements of the fishes that we have barely noticed it. Much of our trouble is simply in the mind, after all.

Readers of this column in the September issue will recall my warning about the possibility of poisoned marines finding their way into this country because of dubious methods of collecting them, which include poisoning by sodium cyanide.

As the editorial note suggested, it is indeed quite amazing that a substance of such reputation could even be contemplated by the hunters, not least of all on account of its possible effect on their own well-being. However, we will, I hope, learn more when Mr Sankey has completed his researches.

Meanwhile I wrote to Mr Cotton of Kings Heath, Birmingham, whose comments will, I am sure, be most heartening to those who are concerned over the matter. He replied to the effect that he was most interested in Mr Sankey’s observations, as for some time he had been noting “over-medication” in the course of his post-mortem studies. He goes on to say that his opinion was based on the presence of crystalline deposits, which should not have been there at all, in various organs. It appeared that the fishes had been medicated at source, and probably chemically sedated during transit. The possibility of chemicals being used in collection was one that he had not hitherto taken into account, but in the light of the information he now has he tells me that he will study the problem in greater depth. I have acknowledged his letter most gratefully on behalf of the very many marine aquarists who share Mr Cotton’s views that marine fishkeeping should be approached responsibly and cautiously.

There is a great deal of fashionable faddism about it just now, and over-importation of rarities and ‘impossibles’. If we have but a fair chance to eradicate such malpractices as poisoning we shall then have an equally fair chance to study the more common species and then perhaps proceed to more demanding creatures. I trust the day will never come when we discover that our desire for ‘something different’ has put the copperband butterflyfish into the dodo category. If, in the interests of conservation, aquarists are not content to settle for a tank of clown and damsels, they are in my view unworthy of the name. With a little common sense all round, no doubt the future will in the event prove rather happier.
**TRANSLATIONAL TOPICS**

By Jim Kelly

A TREASURE hunt of a new kind is suggested by Joe Lightcap, writing in 'Modern Aquarium', magazine of the Greater City Aquarium Society, New York, and like all good treasure troves it has a golden reward waiting for the discoverer—not the metal but the fish.

Nearly a century ago the Japanese Government sent a collection of goldfish to the Columbia World Fair in Chicago. By the end of the show the goldfish were in a sorry state, covered in fungous so they were placed in the care of William P. Seal, notable fishkeeper of the time.

Under Seal's care the fishes flourished and when fully recovered he sold the best male to a Philadelphia dealer, who promptly christened it the 'World Fair Fish' and used it to produce his famous strain of American goldfish. But where are the descendants of these fishes today?

An answer to this question has even suggested across the Atlantic in Boston. One thing is for certain, they no longer grace the aquaria under the Stars and Stripes. Perhaps some goldfish breeder reading this can answer Mr. Lightcap's question.

**Coolies**

Coolies leave might seem to be the last choice of fish to put in a furnished tank at a show, since they are so very difficult to rear. But one lady aquarist finds no problem in setting these fishes at the close of an exhibition.

With typical female cunning she places two or three pieces of large-diameter hosepipe on the bottom of the tank. Just as if they had been trained to do it the fishes escape into the darkness and security of the tubes where they are caught up.

**Meetings and Changes of Officers**

ASSOCIATION OF YORKSHIRE AQUARIUM SOCIETIES. See under YORKSHIRE AQUARIUM SOCIETIES.

BRIGHTON & SOUTHERN AS. New members welcome. Please contact secretary, Mr. A. W. Colman, 86 Middleham Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3 7SF.

SIBLEY & DAS. New Society. Details from secretary, Mr. G. Rowe, 10 Winchmore Road, Bocking, Colchester, Essex.

BRIGHTON GREEN AS. Chairman, Mr. G. H. Green, 102 Harrow Road, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 3JP. Secretary, Mr. T. J. Jones, 16a St. Margaret's Road, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 3PH. Treasurer, Mr. A. J. Roddis. New members and visitors welcome. Meetings every second Saturday. Consult Programme炎症.

FREELANCE AC. Chairman, Mr. J. Stamp, 12 Penfield House, Lambs Green, London, N15. Exhibitions chairman, Mr. E. Sturman; show secretary, Mr. R. Burton, 176 New Place St. Margaret, Bermondsey, London, SE 16.

GLOUCESTER AS. New Secretary, Mr. N. G. edwards, 1, Lansdowne Drive, Longlevens, Gloucester.

KNOWLE & DAS. Chairman, Mr. F. Knowle, 4, Valentine, Knowle, Stourbridge, Worcs. Secretary, Mr. J. W. Knowle, 5, Ivybridge Road, Fishponds, Bristol, BS16. Treasurer, Mrs. E. Wake (Cecilia Andrews Drive, Fishponds, Bristol).

LEWISHAM & DAS. New Society. Chairman, Mr. C. Ellis, 163, Deane Road, Welling, Kent. Secretary, Mr. J. P. Pearson (The Old Bank, Lambs Green, Welling, Kent). Meetings every other Sunday at temporary headquarters The Green Man, Rowlock Road, Tadworth, Surrey.

NEW FOREST AS. Secretary, Mr. B. Thorne (Auckland Avenue, Bracknell, Berkshire, New Forest). Meetings Lyndhurst Central, Whitchurch Road, Bracknell, Berkshire.

YORKSHIRE ASSOCIATED AQUARIUM SOCIETIES (Y.A.A.). New title for the Association of Yorkshire Aquarium Societies. Officers to be appointed. Enquiries to Mr. J. St.eway, 16 The Hard, Knaphill, Guildford, Surrey, KT2 8JQ.
obtained with one adult pair of fishes to a 10-gallon set-up. Encourage a rich growth of green algae in natural sea water and keep the surface of the aquarium broken continuously by a stream of fine air bubbles. Temperature should be around 26 C.

** Glossary 

A PFM guide to the meanings and accepted pronunciation of the scientific names of aquarium subjects, arranged by word-roots in alphabetical order

| Gymno (Greek): naked. Pronounced ‘güm-no’ (= gim as in ‘gimmick’). For example, the generic name of the black widow, Gymnocorymbus ternetzi (‘güm-no-kör-im-buss terner-ets-ee’), refers to the naked (i.e. scaleless) region behind the head (corymb, Greek: nape). Also, the ruffle or pope, Gymnophthalmus cernua (‘güm-no-keff-al-us kerner-uh-uh’), has a generic name denoting the ‘scaleless’ head (cephalo, Greek: head), and Gymnochanda (‘güm-no-chan-dah’) refers to the scaleless ‘chanda’ (native fish name). The trivial name of the cichlid Geophagus gymnogenys (‘gee-of-fag-us güm-no-gen-us’) literally means naked cheek (genys, Greek: cheek).

| Macro (Greek): large, long. Pronounced ‘mack-roac’. For example, in the names for the genera Macrornathus (‘mack-roea-neath-us’) and Macropodus (‘mack-roac-poe-duss’) the large size of the jaw (gnathos, Greek: jaw) and the enlarged anal fin (pod, Greek: foot) respectively are indicated by the prefix macro. Also the trivial names macrophthalmus (‘mack-roac-tef-el-ah’, meaning literally large head), macrolepidotus (‘mack-roac-lep-doo-tuss’: large scales), macrocephalus (‘mack-roac-thal-muss’: large eye), macropeterus (‘mack-roac-tar-err-us’: large fin), macrostigma (‘mack-roac-stig-mah’: large mark) and macracanthus (‘mack-roac-can-thah’: large spine). Sagittaria macrophylla (‘saj-it-tar-ee-ah mack-roac-fill-uh’) is a plant with large leaves (phyll, Greek: leaf).

| Ophthalm (Greek): eye. Pronounced ‘off-thalm’. Fishes with a characteristic feature associated with the eye often have this word-root as part of their scientific trivial name. For example, the rudd, Scardinius erythrophthalmus (‘scar-din-uss air-th-ruff-thal-muss’), has a red eye (erythros, Greek: red); the eyes of the large Thailand catfish Silurodes hypophthalmus (‘sil-low-reds ho-puff-thal-muss’) are almost on the underjaw (hypsis, Greek: under). In the golden rivulus, Rivulus uralphalum (‘riv-you-luss oor-uff-thal-muss’), it is the eye spot in the caudal peduncle that gives the trivial name, i.e. ophthalm combined with ural (Greek: tail). Likewise the dwarf rasbora, Rasbora uralphalum (‘raz-bor-ah oo-uff-thal-mah’), with its caudal eye-spot.

| triculatum weigh in at one and a half pounds and are nearly a foot in length—monarch of all the red-eyes surveyed, and they are still growing! Jim Langhammer closes his story with a reference to those serious students wishing to know more about these fishes: Jordan and Evermann’s The Fishes of North and Middle America.
Readers' Queries Answered

Breeding Glowlights

I can get very soft, acid water from a clear, fast running stream which comes off the moors; would this be suitable for long term water for glowlight tetras (perhaps after mixing with a suitable proprietary conditioner)? I am rather worried about the purity of the water (bacteria etc.) and whether it would affect the fry. If so, would heating the water to 100°F purify the water enough? I would appreciate any special advice.

The water that you suggest using for glowlight tetras should be quite suitable for use though it would be advisable to filter it through a fine mesh such as a double layer of nylon stocking, to remove extraneous suspended matter. Boiling (212°F) would kill micro-organisms but it is unlikely that this would be of significant benefit. Slightly acid water (pH 6.0-6.6) should be aimed at, and you may find that your water source is already close enough to this value. Incidentally, use water from the same source for the glowlight stock tank, not merely in the breeding tank.

The parents, easily sexed because of the roundness of the female when swollen with roe, should be conditioned beforehand with plenty of live food such as daphnia and brine shrimp. The breeding tank need only be quite shallow, though preferably 18 in.–2 ft. long. Either sterilised (by boiling) nylon nets or fine-leaved plants from a disease-free tank may be used as spawning medium. A temperature of 78°F is suitable and it is suggested that the prospective parents be placed in the breeding tank late in the day, after which spawning is likely to take place the next day or the day after. Once the spawning procedure is completed (after some hours), the parents should be removed, and the tank covered until the fry are free-swimming, which takes about 4 days. The fry should be fed frequently; for the first few days on Infusoria and egg yolk, then on the finest food for egglayer fry and newly hatched brine shrimp. Frequent feeding is the secret of raising fry quickly, but great care must be taken not to pollute the water and frequent water replacement (2–3 in. depth only at a time) is recommended during rearing.

Pond Plants in Winter

The water plants have done very well in my garden pool this year but my neighbour has stated that the majority should now be thrown away in order to give the fish the best chance of surviving the winter. Is this really necessary?

It is a little difficult to know what your neighbours' reasons are for his statement if the plants referred to are submerged ones—possibly he is thinking of the danger to fishes of noxious gases arising from rotting vegetation at the bottom of a pond or he may be thinking of the requirements of both fish and plants for oxygen during the long darkness of winter when the production of oxygen by the plants, since it depends on the interaction of light, is so severely restricted. In either case, the remedy suggested is far too drastic. By all means tidy up the plants in the pond. Remove dead leaves of emergent plants, including any large quantities of duckweed that may be covering the water surface, and make certain that falling leaves do not find their way into the pond, either by regular checking and removal or by covering the pond with netting attached to a wooden frame. Requirement for oxygen by plants during the winter months is minimal as the plants stop growing, just as the fishes' usage of oxygen decreases as they become torpid with the drop in temperature.

Since you write from the Home Counties and not deepest Siberia the problems of wintering fishes in an outside pond are not too taxing provided that some section of the pond is over 18 in. deep. There have been winters of intense cold when fish losses have been very high, but during a 'normal' winter, provided that the fish are well fed to start with, the pond is clean and care is taken to leave part of the pond ice-free with a layer of air between the ice and water surface, the fish should come to no harm.

Fin Congestion

I have a small tropical community tank and of late have noticed blood red lines running along the base of the dorsal and pectoral fins of a number of my fishes. Particularly affected are a pair of rosy barbs and one of the angel fish. A pair of gouramis and lemon tetras do not seem to be affected at all. Please could you tell me what causes this condition and how to cure it?

This condition is referred to as 'fin congestion' and it is a sign that fish usually exhibit when they are living in poor, overcrowded tank conditions. You do not give the size of your tank but you do say that you have a 'small' tropical community tank and it may well be that the fishes you bought when they were small have grown to such an extent that their tank has now become overcrowded. Overfeeding with dried food will also help to make tank conditions unhealthy and we would recommend that you give your tank a critical look. Apply the rough-and-ready, but still valid, rule of 1 in. of fish body to 12 square in. of water surface and see if you have too many fishes in your tank. Give the surface of the gravel a thorough clean with the aid of a siphon tube or cleaner and replace a third of the water each week for 3 weeks. A replacement of about one-quarter of the water each 2 weeks thereafter can be followed. Feed with only enough dried food for the fishes' immediate requirements, even if you have to increase the number of feeds each day.
Fish Tuberculosis

I have a 3 ft. tank filled with soft, acid water, containing eight Congo tetras. Up to now the fish have appeared healthy and have grown well. However, one male has developed a deep-seated red patch running from top to bottom of the caudal peduncle, which has spread fairly rapidly. Two of the smaller fish have got thinner and thinner, with the head seeming to get bigger and bigger. Can you help me to treat them?

The signs that you describe in your Congo tetras would correspond to those exhibited by fishes infected with fish tuberculosis. The fish that you have sketched in your letter, with its thin body, faded colour and now over-large head, gives a portrayal of many of the classic signs of the disease. But it has been found that other signs occurring when the disease is well advanced can include blood spots and wounds that will ultimately ulcerate, which may be the explanation of the red patch on the caudal peduncle of the one fish. A certain diagnosis can only be arrived at by post-mortem examination of such a fish but in any case there is unfortunately no known cure for the disease.

You could isolate the three fish showing the signs and take care that both lots of fish are kept in tanks that are scrupulously clean with some water replacement every 2 weeks. Obviously it would be inadvisable to add new fishes. A varied live food diet is recommended to tempt the emaciated fish to feed.

Sucking Loach

I am worried in case my sucking loach is not getting sufficient algae. It grazes over the rock all the time but the tank has not been set up very long and I am afraid it may not be getting enough food.

Gyrinocheila aymonieri is one of the fishes requiring a mainly vegetable diet; its mouth, of course, is adapted for this very purpose—the well-developed lips are formed into a sucking disc that is fortified with rough hard folds to assist in its algae-grazing. As you have noticed 'grazing' is a very suitable description of the action that the sucking loach carries out incessantly. The soft green growth that forms on the glass of the tank, and on the rocks and plants, can be encouraged by suitable siting of the tank where some sunlight will fall upon the front glass or by increasing the wattage of the bulbs or the hours during which the tank is kept lighted. These growths flourish in moderately hard, slightly alkaline water, which are exactly the conditions in which fishes who eat the algae also thrive. If you have more than one tank it might be possible to scrape algae from the walls of the second tank, collect it with a siphon tube and transfer it to the sucking loach. However, cooked spinach and lettuce will serve as substitutes until you get a good growth of algae forming. In the last resort, your sucking loach will not starve as it will take dried food and tubificid and will continue to do this even when sufficient algae is being provided for it.

Spanner Barbs

I don't doubt that I have got a spanner barb in my tank because of the distinctive black markings, but the rest of its colouring doesn’t seem to tally with the descriptions I've read. I expected it to develop touches of yellow and orange with red fins. My fish has never been anything but silvery—could it be that its tank conditions are wrong?

This cannot be ruled out, of course, but incorrect tank conditions usually cause a fading of colours as the fish gradually droops. The colouration of spanner barbs does vary quite a bit—they are frequently described as 'silvery grey'. They are a species that is very widely distributed in Nature over the Malay peninsular area and because of this and the differing conditions that they encounter they can exhibit variations in colour and markings. Ideally the best young fish might have golden tinged sides with orange in the belly region and a red tinge to the fins but with age both the colours and the black barred markings tend to fade.

Coldwater 'Cats'

I have acquired three coldwater catfish, which I have in a 6-gallon tank on their own. At first they could be described as nocturnal but having settled down they are as unconcerned about the time of day as am I myself.

They seem to enjoy running water. Can you please tell me something about their predatory habits, water preferences and suitable feeding?

The Ictaluridae is the freshwater catfish family, found in North America, and the species that are commonly known there as bullheads, are the ones mostly sold as coldwater aquarium catfish. They are nocturnal fishes in nature and within their period of most intense activity, taking place at night; but this does not mean that they are comatose during the day time and unless they have plenty of places in which to hide (and these should be provided as individual catfishes tend to go in for some bullying) they may move about the tank a good deal. Their natural habits may also be modified by life in an aquarium where food is provided for them not at times at which they would choose to search for it but when it suits the owner.

The fish are predators in their natural habitats, living on small aquatic animals, and sometimes fish spawn and small fishes, and because of this they require a protein diet in the aquarium—earthworms, suitable sized pieces of raw meat, ox heart, slugs and, when the fishes are small, tubificid worms. They must not be kept with long-finned fancy goldfish as they will chew off such delectable morsels from the unhappy goldfish. They are extremely avid eaters and are able to search out the smallest portion of food lying around—not just by happy coincidence or even perseverance but because, as well as with the sensory aid of their barbels, the bullheads are provided with a network of taste buds distributed all over their bodies, and a network of nerve ends over the barbels and head that are particularly sensitive to touch. In a small tank these animals will certainly appreciate aeratation or, particularly, the aerating properties of running water, but curiously enough, in Nature they are often the last survivors in a stagnant pond and the American ichthyologist, Mr Braz Walker, reports bullheads being 'ploughed up' alive and kicking from earth that the fish had moved on to when the fields were flooded and were then stranded there when the flood waters receded. A temperature of 60-65°F is suitable for these catfish.
Underwater ‘Banana Plants’

By
KAREL RATAJ

Photographs by
RUDOLPH ZUKAL

This plant belongs to a family comprising mostly marsh or land plants, but the genus Nymphaoides, into which group our plant falls, contains the true water plants. There are about 25 species of Nymphaoides distributed mainly in the tropics and sub-tropics but reaching also into the temperate zone with the species Nymphaoides peltata (Gmel.) Kunze.

The underwater banana plant, Nymphaoides aquatica (Walt.) O. Kuntze, itself comes from the south-eastern parts of the United States, mainly from Florida. It is a perennial water plant sprouting long, thin leaf-stalks from a stiff rhizome made up of a number of tubercles ½–3 in. long (1–3 cm.), looking exactly like a bunch of small bananas, and it is this, of course, that gives the plant its common name of banana plant. In Nature the leaves are only submerged for a short period and they are then green-coloured on both the upper and lower surfaces. But the typical floating leaves, round or

Photographs show the mature entire submerged plant with its banana-like rhizome and the floating leaf (left) with a flower arising from the leaf-stalk and growing above the water surface.
Can we always be sure water is ready for fish

As it comes from the Tap

In many aquarium books and articles we are assured that tap-water, particularly in limestone-free areas, is just what is needed to keep and grow healthy fishes. I have been carrying out a little investigation amongst aquarists to find out their reactions to these statements. The results have been somewhat surprising.

Most supplies of tapwater suffer from disadvantages when it comes to fishkeeping, and perhaps two of them are fairly well known—the added chlorine and (possibly) fluoride. People seem to imagine that otherwise the water is more or less delivered to the consumer as it is received by the authority, but this is far from the case. It should, perhaps, be explained that if the water boards did this consumers could be very quickly experiencing deterioration in lead pipes or brass fittings depending on whether the water supplied was alkaline or acid. To obviate this, the water boards correct the pH reaction of the supply and usually put out water slightly alkaline (pH 8.4), which is the middle course between these two evils. They can also add a ‘buffering agent’ to obviate fluctuations in pH. It should be stressed that the authorities are trying to supply the best possible water for human consumption, and they succeed in this, but that is not to say that the water is equally suitable for fishkeeping.

Aquarists are usually a placid lot when it comes to actual fishkeeping, and as long as things are going along all right we say ‘Why worry!’ Unfortunately, in some respects we live in a world of change, and one of the areas in which change is taking place very rapidly is that of water supply. New reservoirs are being made, new filtration plants are being put into use, and our own private water supplies are being altered. There is no compulsion on the authorities to notify aquarists when these changes are made, and as such events are not ‘news’ they usually are not reported in the newspapers. So although things may be going along all right now, what about the future?

The changes, I have mentioned above are permanent ones, but there are of course temporary changes of which the aquarist may not be aware. If, for instance, there has been an interruption in supply through a burst main, or other causes, there is a tendency for an increased chlorination to take place, to ensure that the supply is “safe”—chlorinated water, within the concentrations used, being harmless to human beings and their cats and dogs. Also the amount of chlorine being received by the consumer depends to some extent on the distance he is from the filtration plant.

We are frequently told that if we turn on the tap fully when running the water into the container, the chlorine will largely be dissipated, or that if two crystals of ‘bryte’ are dropped into the bucket the chlorine will largely disappear. These statements are only valid when the amount of chlorine is small, and in any case how do we know how much chlorine we are dealing with? There are, of course, tablets which act as indicators, but, as we already know chlorine is there, they really tell us nothing.

Loose of fishes amongst experienced aquarists can often be traced in the presence of chlorine in the water supply, and some aquarists in this particular area (West Yorkshire), when cleaning their tanks, siphon off the water and refill and, after running it through a filter, return it to their tanks again. This procedure is good, when the area is a soft water one, and the water can stand a gradual build-up of hardness, but may not be as successful in a hard water area. Compensation for evaporation is made by using rain water only.

The kind of filter used in this procedure must, of necessity, be much larger than the ones used on fish tanks, and can be made fairly cheaply by using a small bracket with hose made in the hose; the interior is lined with charcoal, gravel, and filter wood (from bottom to top). The collection of rainwater can be carried out fairly easily if a greenhouse roof is available, by putting in the necessary guttering and adding a water butt or new plastic sheeting, but
Book Review


The author has grown up with the betta and knows his subject thoroughly. Hence, this is not just a how-to-do-it guide but a scholarly appreciation of a fish for which Mr Lucas shows both affection and respect. He traces its derivation and describes its natural locale, then spends some 20 pages dealing with the numerous forms in which the fish exists. The real beginner will find it necessary to get outside help over genetics in order to derive maximum benefit from this section, but aquarists familiar with breeding philosophy will no doubt go away very satisfied with the many possibilities suggested.

I find this a commendably balanced essay. Few too many writers on their pet subjects over-enthusiate and one is left with a sneaking suspicion that there must be some catch in it. This book admits to all the betta stages that I know about, and some of which I did not know about: the other side of the balance sheet is represented just as fairly and I find such frankness most refreshing. The short life-span of the average specimen has always made me think twice before buying a fighter, but readers who have shared these feelings will undoubtedly be attracted by the ease of breeding this species and all the fascinations of developing the very numerous forms which the author describes.

The breeding cycle is dealt with briefly but adequately, and the really splendid photographs speak volumes. The author shares with Barry Pengilley, A van den Nieuwenhuizen and Klaus Paysan highly professional competence in his camera, and the line drawings reflect his comparable competence as a draughtsman. The book itself is produced on high quality paper and the proof reading, mercifully, is good.

Only two minor criticisms detract. One is that the final line drawing is, oddly, numbered '16', and the other is that in the course of printing many of the pages in my volume the type has wandered from the horizontals. One notes, though, that it was printed in Singapore.

My sole doctrinal concern relates to the feeding of brine shrimp in the quantities suggested. In raising fry of other species I have always been careful to use this excellent food in such a way that there is no build-up of salt in the young fish, and I am surprised that the author has not drawn attention to the need to use some discretion in this direction. It is otherwise such as to attract due recognition from those who know about fish, and it should be successful.

Roy Pinks

Rainwater is well known to have unsuspected impurities dissolved in it even when it is collected under conditions that avoid the solution of substances from, for example, tiled or matted roofs or the container and pipes used for collection. In London rainwater the content of lead is 0.01 mg. per litre, a figure in excess of the World Health Organisation’s recommendation of 0.1 mg. per litre for drinking water, according to one report.


Having been a bibliomaniac for more years than I can remember, I need little convincing that no matter what subject you can think of someone will have written about it. I always thought that in the field of aquatics, authors tended to be rather conservative about the titles of their works, but this theory was shattered when I receive a book entitled Bouillage.

Written by Braz Walker, a familiar name to readers of PFM, it is about aquatic animals—not another textbook on fish only, but the sublime and ridiculous, real and imaginary inhabitants of water. It even includes whales, sea serpents and monsters that would make a Hammer film look like a Disney cartoon.

If you are wondering about the title it means a kind of 'fish' dish, a hotchpotch fish mixture from Provence in France, a name made famous by William Makepeace Thackeray in his 'Ballad of Bouillabaisse.'

Copies can be purchased from The San Francisco Aquarium Society, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, California 94118, U.S.A.
The Golden or ‘Schuberti’ Barb

By RUDOLPH ZUKAL

Photographs by the author

Translated by F. MARSH

Many aquarists may wonder why the ‘schuberti’ part of this fish’s name is written in quotes. This is done deliberately as the name so often used for the golden barb is not scientifically valid. Over the years the fish has not been classed as a species but has been variously thought to be a relative of Barbus sancta, or a cross between various other barbs or, finally, as by Professor Günther Sterba, a xanthobic (yellow) variation of Barbus semisacculus. Speaking as a non-academic but long-practising aquarist I should like to associate myself with the last contention and to explain why this is my opinion.

Almost all barb species spawn with the male pressed closely to the female, his caudal fin swung over the hindpart of the female’s body while she ejects the eggs, which are then immediately fertilised by the male; the fish part and the eggs fall freely to the bottom. This, of course, takes place in a split second and can hardly be registered with the eye. The speed of the spawning act varies within the barb family—with the danios the act takes place at tremendous speed whereas with rasboras egg-laying proceeds much more slowly. But one thing is constant, and that is the end phase of the spawning procedure, when the male swings his caudal fin over the female.

When Barbus semisacculus spawn the fish swim closely pressed together, make a lightning movement under the water surface scarcely visible to the eye and fall apart. And this is exactly how golden barbs spawn.
Courtship of the female by the male golden barb is accompanied by many bustling movements into the sides. In the picture on the opposite page the male is the lower fish.

The fish were allegedly imported into Europe in 1929 from upper India, and they reach a size of only about 1.5 in. in length. When the golden barb first appeared in the United States they were held to be a cross, but it is interesting to note that the fish's colouring has been passed on to their descendants absolutely unchanging and without variation.

The ground colouring is a remarkable yellowish gold, though the belly has a somewhat silvery gleam. There is a black fleck at the root of the tail fin and a row of similar little blackish flecks just below the dorsal. The older fish develop these flecks along the sides of their bodies. In adult fish the sex is not always easy to distinguish, although the male remains the smaller, slimmer fish and can be somewhat more intensively coloured. At the same time the female is fuller in the belly and as she ages she is the larger fish and the less intensely coloured.

Golden barbs are peaceful and perfectly suited.
At times almost immersed in the patch of floating plant the pair of golden barbs swim around one another before the very rapid spawning contact in which the eggs are released and fertilised. In the two pictures on this page, showing phases of the spawning procedure, eggs can be seen at the water surface. After each release of eggs the pair fall to the tank bottom and then swim to the top to spawn again.

dredge up the mulm), and happy with a temperature 70–75°F (20–22°C) in normal tap water in a medium-sized tank.

**Breeding**

Breeding the golden barbs presents no particular problems. A medium-sized tank filled with tap water at about 78–80°F (24–26°C) and containing fine-leaved and floating plants is used. While the spawning is taking place the pair will take no notice of the ejected eggs but once the spawning procedure is completed the fish will eat the eggs avidly, so the parents must be removed as soon as the spawning is seen to be over.

The eggs hatch on the third day and the fry remain near the bottom of the tank, from where they eat. Once the fry are free-swimming they should be fed with the finest live foods, but even with good feeding they do not grow particularly quickly.

to community life. Altogether they are undemanding, omnivorous (although they take their food mostly from the bottom of the tank they do not
Rock-pool Fishes and Invertebrates from Our Coasts

By JIM BURTLES
Mid-Sussex A.S.

For a couple of years we have been keeping a tank set up to house the various interesting creatures which can be found in the rock pools at Black Rock, Brighton, which is only about a dozen miles from where we live. Originally we visited these pools with a view to collecting shrimps to provide our larger fish with a change of diet that they really do seem to enjoy.

Our initial set-up was an old brown-brown plastic tank fitted with an undergravel filter covered with about 2 in. of gravel straight from the beach. To create a natural environment as possible a large number of stones were built right up the back and sides of the tank, high enough in places to reach up to the water level. This arrangement provided many small hiding places as well as giving a natural-looking background with plenty of surfaces suitable for sea anemones.

We later acquired an all-glass tank for the specimens, and at first, we tried a box-type filter as I felt that with a large area of the gravel covered with heavy rockwool an undergravel system could not function properly. Subsequent water conditions proved this approach to be wrong and we returned to the undergravel filter. The only improvement incorporated into our newer larger tank is the greater depth of gravel, giving about 3 in. minimum depth over all of the actual filter. To help stabilise the water conditions by neutralising the acidic effects of excreta from the animals, several heaps of natural chalk are kept in the tank.

Obviously there is a fairly wide choice of fishes and other animals that can be found but not all of them are suited to aquarium life for one reason or another. It is not easy to provide plankton feeders with a natural diet unless one has a continuous supply of fresh seaweed. This is out of the question if you live more than a few yards from the sea! Substitute diets for plankton feeders are a bit tricky as there is a distinct risk of fouling the tank with fine particles which are too fine to be seen with the naked eye. Starfish do not seem to take to tank life very readily unless taken when quite small, although there are some massive ones in Brighton Aquarium's huge tanks. Maybe it is a matter of giving them sufficient space in which to roam.

Most of the pipefish family, including seahorses, do not usually settle down to tank life. Some other unacceptable occupants grow far too large, such as conger eels, or need to be in large fast-moving shoals, like mackerel.

The most successful and easily obtainable occupants of the home aquarium is the common blenny or shanny (Blimmia pholis), which is said to grow to about 6 in., although I have so far failed to catch one much bigger than 4 in. (but as they get older and warmer as they become more difficult to net.) Tomsput and butterfly blennies (B. gaterinae and B. scolopes), which reach 8 in., are rather more rare around our coasts but well worth trying for as they are a little more ornamented, having feather tentacles over the eyes. Blennies are well adapted for survival in small pools or tanks for they can and will eat almost anything with relish. With their powerful jaws they remove and open limpets, mussels, whelks, etc., and they literally crunch up those little barnacles which encrust everything; even crabs are likely to be savaged by them until they get to a fair size. A golden rule is to keep blennies well fed if you want to keep anything else in the same tank or they will become the sole occupants. The only things I have not seen them eat are the anemones. Despite their bad table manners these little fellows are very amusing and quickly adjust to their new surroundings. In a few days they will be bobbing their heads out of the water to take food from your fingers.

One of the most endearing qualities of blennies is that they all have distinct characters. We have an "absent-minded" one called "Grandad", and "Mother", who always sleeps with her head and body completely out of the water on her own private perch which no-one is allowed to invade. Observation leads me to believe that they are unaffected or ignored by the anemones although this fact is not mentioned in the books I've read.

As there are very few attractive seaweeds and even fewer that will do well in the aquarium one must turn to sea anemones for decorative effects. These semi-sedentary creatures are not only aesthetically pleasing but also rather interesting to watch. Immediately any food touches one of the many waving tentacles the anemone "stings" its prey and the sticky arms wrap themselves around it. The meal is then moved towards...
the central mouth with a motion that is reminiscent of a conveyor belt. The commonest anemone is the beadlet (Actinia equina), so called because of the ring of blue or purple dots around the base of the tentacles. When fully 'open' these beadlets are mostly obscured. A variety of the beadlet is known as the strawberry beadlet because of the markings on the foot, which give it a remarkable resemblance to a strawberry when the tentacles are withdrawn.

Another attractive anemone is the rarer dahlia anemone (Tealia aequora), which somewhat resembles a dahlia flower. This one is a little larger than the beadlet, growing to about 7½ in. high and 4 or 5 in. across. Other less-common but attractive ones are the plumose, wartlet and snakelocks anemones (Metrosidium semile, Bunodactis exocita and Anemone tuleata). There are some 1000 or more species of anemone so it is clearly not possible to describe them all. In the aquarium it is a simple matter to feed anemones with small pieces of fresh meat every few days.

The third type of inhabitants in our tanks are the various crustaceans such as shrimps, prawns, crabs and hermit crabs. Both prawns and shrimps very soon succumb to the voracious blennies; unless they are introduced as a food stock they are best kept in a separate invertebrate aquarium. Small shore crabs (Carcinus maenas) do quite well in the aquarium and act as efficient scavengers. They do tend to hide themselves away at first but soon learn to fend off the blennies and become gradually bolder. We have at the moment a swarm of newly hatched shore crabs in one tank and hope to bring them up through their two larval stages to mature crabs. The females carried the fertilised eggs around for 2 weeks and they changed from a bright orange to grey as they developed.

Hermit crabs (Pagurus bernhardus) are well worth keeping if only to watch their amusing house-hunting antics. They will explore a prospective new home for hours before deciding to 'move in' and may try the new one for size before deciding that they prefer the original. During the change-over period they are especially vulnerable to attack, so it is essential to provide them with plenty of cover where they can carry out these delicate manoeuvres in privacy.

We have kept a number of common starfish (Asterias rubens), which glide along with their hundreds of tiny 'tube feet'. Unfortunately they do hide away behind the rocks for days on end, besides which they are unable to tolerate temperatures that are much in excess of 60°F (15°C). Small place (Pleuronectes platessa) and most of the flatfishes will do well if they are given a fine gravel in which they can settle. Although they do not bury themselves their camouflage makes them difficult to spot. In time 'flatties' will outgrow all but the biggest tanks.

There are a number of gobies obtainable: the ones we have are Gobius nigerica, which are usually about 1 in. long but are said to grow to 2½ in. Gobies are pretty defenceless, however, and don't last long with bigger fishes around.

We have had for quite a long time now a couple of bearded rocklings, which are shy but active eel-like fishes. The books suggest the three-bearded rockling as being the commonest but I have not yet positively identified the ones in our tank, which have four tentacles and one barbel instead of two tentacles and one barbel. For the time being I refer to them as five-bearded rocklings.

There are many other interesting creatures from the local coastal waters that would be worth keeping. Our latest find is a sea urchin that we hope will flourish in its new surroundings. A point we learnt the hard way is that strong aeration is essential to the well-being of marine animals. Not only do they require much more oxygen than freshwater fishes but seawater absorbs far less oxygen than freshwater at a given temperature. When you think about it it is obvious that with all that salt already dissolved in the water there must be less absorption capacity for gases like oxygen.

We change about 80%, of the water in our tanks every 2 or 3 weeks and use 'fresh' seawater, as opposed to synthetic water. Synthetic is probably better in some ways, such as purity, but it is a lot more expensive than the stuff I get for free! The disadvantage of natural seawater lies in the fact that it may contain large quantities of plankton etc., which can multiply alarmingly to produce very murky water after a few weeks or months according to temperature and lighting conditions. It therefore needs to be changed frequently. The alternative is to store it in cool dark places for several months until all the planktonic life has died off and then the cleared water can be used quite safely.
FRAS Basic Show Class Letters:
A: Furnished aquarium and aquascapes;
B: Freshwater;
C: Characins;
D: Cichlids;
E: Labyrinthids;
F: Egg-laying toadfish;
G: Tropical catfish;
H: Corydoras and Ancistrus;
K: Danios and W.C.M.M.;
L: Loaches;
M: A.O.S. Egg-laying;
N: Pair of fish;
O: Goldfish;
P: Puppets;
Q: Swordtail;
R: Platy;
S: Medals;
T: A.O.S. livebearers;
U: Angelfish;
V: Tinfoil barb;
W: A.O.S. coldwater;
X: Breeding clams;
Y: Marine fish;
Z: Plants.

P.R.O. of KINGSTON & DAS, Mr. N. E. Stanford, writes: "KINGSTON & DAS combined with SPASS held their annual show at the Hall Hall, Ham. Although the entry was down on last year the show as whole was a great success and the quality was high—perhaps this means something if it is given thought! The hall would not have been better for the purpose of fish showing. Subject to the care of the club, I will see if I have time to say that the K&DAS show will be held again at the same venue, as a tentative date. We already have some new ideas and we will give you more details later. Mr. B. Daley of Basingstoke did it again—his Polypterus senegalensis collects another bronze in show award. What a fabulous fish that is; keep him going, Bob! Reangstrom collected the Kingston Shield for the highest pointed group. Judges in attendance were: Mr. R. Wag; Mr. E. Nicoll; Mr. J. Stillwell; Mr. W. Gower; Mr. T. Tomkiss; Mr. C. A. Brown; Mr. N. Wilson, Mr. W. L. Lewis and FRAS chairman, Mr. R. Ellis."

Results of the show were:
1st: Miss Brown (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. D. Hunt (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 4th: Mr. J. Pankhurst (Lampshades); 5th: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades).
1st: Miss Brown (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 4th: Miss M. Brown (Lampshades); 5th: Miss C. A. Brown (Lampshades).
1st: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 4th: Miss M. Brown (Lampshades); 5th: Miss C. A. Brown (Lampshades).
1st: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 4th: Miss M. Brown (Lampshades); 5th: Miss C. A. Brown (Lampshades).
1st: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 4th: Miss M. Brown (Lampshades); 5th: Miss C. A. Brown (Lampshades).
1st: Mr. M. Lewis (Lampshades); 2nd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 3rd: Mr. J. Danger (Lampshades); 4th: Miss M. Brown (Lampshades); 5th: Miss C. A. Brown (Lampshades).
KIEGHLEY AS invitation evening with the PRIVATERS of Shipley took the form of an inter-society table show and general discussion evening. Results of the table show were:

Livedoreans, 1, Mr. Hogg (K); 2, Mr. Jordan; 3, Mrs. Taylor (K); 4, Mr. Spiller; 5, Mrs. Harte (K); 6, Mrs. Blackstone; 7, Mrs. Whitaker; 8, Mrs. Tait; 9, Miss Cocks. Judges: 1, Mr. Jordan; 2, Mr. Spiller; 3, Mrs. Taylor; 4, Mr. Spiller; 5, Mrs. Harte; 6, Mrs. Whitaker; 7, Mrs. Tait; 8, Miss Cocks. Results: 1, Mrs. Jordan; 2, Mrs. Spiller; 3, Mrs. Taylor; 4, Mrs. Spiller; 5, Mrs. Harte; 6, Mrs. Whitaker; 7, Mrs. Tait; 8, Miss Cocks.

At the YATEK & DAS Open Show the best fish in show belonged to Mr. T. M. Fowler (Bath); Master Nigel Gray (Independent) gained both the award for the highest number of points and the best junior award.

The results are as follows: Guppies, male: 1, Mr. P. A. Lewis (Bath); 2, Mr. H. H. H. Cole (Bath); 3, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath). Female: 1, Mrs. P. A. Lewis (Bath); 2, Mrs. H. H. H. Cole (Bath); 3, Mrs. J. A. H. Jones (Bath). Cichlids: 1, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath); 2, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath); 3, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath). Catfish: 1, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath). Judging: 1, Mr. P. A. Lewis (Bath); 2, Mr. H. H. H. Cole (Bath); 3, Mr. J. A. H. Jones (Bath).

The air pump for the person gaining most points with all his fish entries was presented to Mr. J. Moxley.

On Sunday, 14th January 1973, the DERBY AS will be holding a Grand Aquarium Seminar, an extravaganza of lectures and films all day at the Playhouse Theatre, Derby. There will be talks by Dr. N. C. Cameron, Mr. Graham Cox and Mr. Roy Shipley; the chairman will be Mr. Ron Trench. It is hoped to provoke questions and discussion among all those present, and to gain maximum benefit for all. In order to get the show on the road, the Society need to sell 400 tickets, that is at least five per annum. Full details are being sent to club or show secretaries. Tickets will be 50p and in encouraging early booking, special rates will apply.

The BRISTOL TROPICAL FISH CLUB were fortunate during the November meeting in being able to welcome two outstanding speakers. The first was Mr. Barrie Evans who, together with a fellow-member from Weston-super-Mare, presented a slide show devoted to a wide spectrum of tropical fish that they had kept with special interest. The quality of presentations and the slides were a lesson in themselves and it is hoped to encourage a return visit in the not too distant future.

The second meeting was indeed rather special, the guest speaker being Mr. Roy Shipley—the authority on discus. His subject naturally was his specialty aided by slides he had taken which all added up to a truly professional lecture. The club would like to repeat their thanks for the care taken in his presentation and for his journeying the considerable distance from Horlem Henne to appear at the meeting. The interval table show provided the usual hive of activity with the following results: best tropical fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mrs. Gray; 3, Mr. T. J. W. Blackwell (FRAS); best aquarium fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mr. N. Gray; 3, Mrs. K. Martin.

The BRISTOL TROPICAL FISH CLUB were fortunate during the November meeting in being able to welcome two outstanding speakers. The first was Mr. Barrie Evans who, together with a fellow-member from Weston-super-Mare, presented a slide show devoted to a wide spectrum of tropical fish that they had kept with special interest. The quality of presentations and the slides were a lesson in themselves and it is hoped to encourage a return visit in the not too distant future.

The second meeting was indeed rather special, the guest speaker being Mr. Roy Shipley—the authority on discus. His subject naturally was his specialty aided by slides he had taken which all added up to a truly professional lecture. The club would like to repeat their thanks for the care taken in his presentation and for his journeying the considerable distance from Horlem Henne to appear at the meeting. The interval table show provided the usual hive of activity with the following results: best tropical fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mrs. Gray; 3, Mr. T. J. W. Blackwell (FRAS); best aquarium fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mr. N. Gray; 3, Mrs. K. Martin.
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THE BRISTOL TROPICAL FISH CLUB were fortunate during the November meeting in being able to welcome two outstanding speakers. The first was Mr. Barrie Evans who, together with a fellow-member from Weston-super-Mare, presented a slide show devoted to a wide spectrum of tropical fish that they had kept with special interest. The quality of presentations and the slides were a lesson in themselves and it is hoped to encourage a return visit in the not too distant future.

The second meeting was indeed rather special, the guest speaker being Mr. Roy Shipley—the authority on discus. His subject naturally was his specialty aided by slides he had taken which all added up to a truly professional lecture. The club would like to repeat their thanks for the care taken in his presentation and for his journeying the considerable distance from Horlem Henne to appear at the meeting. The interval table show provided the usual hive of activity with the following results: best tropical fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mrs. Gray; 3, Mr. T. J. W. Blackwell (FRAS); best aquarium fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mr. N. Gray; 3, Mrs. K. Martin.

The second meeting was indeed rather special, the guest speaker being Mr. Roy Shipley—the authority on discus. His subject naturally was his specialty aided by slides he had taken which all added up to a truly professional lecture. The club would like to repeat their thanks for the care taken in his presentation and for his journeying the considerable distance from Horlem Henne to appear at the meeting. The interval table show provided the usual hive of activity with the following results: best tropical fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mrs. Gray; 3, Mr. T. J. W. Blackwell (FRAS); best aquarium fish (open and novice) 1, & 2 Mr. N. Gray; 3, Mrs. K. Martin.
AT the NORTH STAFFS. AS open show at the Victoria Hall, Hanley, were a variety of exhibits from different societies. The show also included two Norwegian exhibitions mounted by Mrs. E. McLaughlin, of Walsall, Canada. A silver shark was awarded by Mrs. H. W. Weatherill (Buxton) for the best fish in the show, and the same fish was also awarded the Cudham Cup for the best tropical specimen. Mrs. J. G. Gallman (Buxton) won the all-breed trophy for the best junior exhibit. Other trophies awarded were: the Ken Acres Rose Bowl for the best chair. Mr. W. A. Hinkman (Dudley) and the A. W. Fox plaque for best individual. Mrs. J. Carney (Cannock) AS; the Aquarist trophy for best breeders exhibitor, Mr. & Mrs. Thompson (Northwich AS); the GSM trophy for best breeders exhibitor, Mr. J. E. Shaw (Oxen AS); who incidentally also won the Cup. The J. R. Ankers shield for best cichlid was won by Mr. J. Phillips (Whitchurch AS); the J. K. Booth Rose Bowl for best fish in the show, Mr. B. Hughes (Stone AS); the W. J. A. Lockett shield for best individual exhibit, Mr. A. J. Lockett (Stone AS); and the Colin Monks shield for the best display. Mr. H. Webb (Northwich AS). Mrs. L. Ankers won the Goodwin trophy for the best lady exhibitor. The North Staffs. AS also held an art competition for children who attend St. Mary's Green School. The Society's committee had a very difficult time judging the pictures and the winner was Miss J. K. Shenton, of Cannock, who received a special prize of a small rose bowl. Altogether approximately 500 people attended the show, and the full results of the open show are as follows:

For many years, the Open Show has been open to all British clubs and has been held in various locations across the country. The Federation, under the leadership of the British Aquarist Society, has been working to promote and support the growth of aquariology across the United Kingdom. In this article, we will explore the history and significance of the Open Show, focusing on its role in fostering a sense of community and shared passion for aquariums among British aquarists.

The first Open Show was held in 1954, and since then, it has become a prestigious event where clubs from all over the country come together to exhibit their finest specimens. The show is open to all British clubs, allowing members to showcase their collections and compare their efforts with others. This event has not only provided a platform for aquarists to share their knowledge and experiences but has also contributed significantly to the growth of aquarism as a recognized hobby in the UK.

One of the most significant aspects of the Open Show is the emphasis on promoting education and learning. The show features seminars and workshops where experts in aquarism share their insights, techniques, and advice with the attendees. This educational component ensures that the hobby continues to evolve and remains relevant in an ever-changing world.

In conclusion, the Open Show is a testament to the vibrant community of aquarists in the UK. It serves as a gathering place for enthusiasts to come together, share their passion, and learn from each other. As we look to the future, the Open Show will continue to play a vital role in nurturing the growth and development of aquarism as a beloved hobby in the United Kingdom.
show award was won by Mrs. R. Booker from Morecambe Bay, with a Titan, the results are as follows:

- Mr. & Mrs. Cobb (Belle Vue); 2, Mr. A. Moss (Huddersfield); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Cobb (Belle Vue);
- Dr. F. Underwood (Spadix, lighter); B, 1 & 2, Mr. D. Elley (Bolton, emerald, autoclave); C, 3, Mr. F. Underwood (playfair); G, 1, Mr. J. Sheehan (Longworth); H, 1 & 2, Mr. J. Howard, Plate: 1, Mr. F. W. Walker (Blackpool); 2, Mrs. R. Howard (Leamington, black angel); 3, Cash: 1, Mrs. K. H. Winter, Mrs. F. R. Bird (Leamington, brown); 2, Mr. J. Howard, Plate: 1, Mr. F. W. Walker (Blackpool); 2, Mrs. R. Howard (Leamington, black angel); 3, Mrs. M. Walker.奏
- Mr. J. M. Jones (Valley); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Gates (Castlefield); 4, Mr. & Mrs. Gates (Castlefield).

Annettes: 1. Mrs. M. Jones (Valley); 2, Mr. & Mrs. Gates (Castlefield); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Gates (Castlefield); 4, Mr. & Mrs. Gates (Castlefield).

JUDGES Mr. C. A. T. Brown, Mr. F. Tominika, Mr. B. Baker, Mr. P. Ginger, Mr. H. Toynball and Mr. B. Sargent awarded the FBS trophy (Class B) to Mr. A. Blake (Basingstoke) for a Phanta bombyx, at the WELLSiu and DS OPEN SHOW.

Other results were: B, 1, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil); 2, Mr. R. Bird (Leamington, black angel); 3, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil); 1, Mr. A. Moss, the smallest barb 2, Mr. A. Moss, the smallest barb; 3, Mr. A. Moss, the smallest barb; 1, Mr. D. Banner (Leicester, emeralds, extra): 2, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil); 3, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil).

B, 1, Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. D. Banner (Leicester, emeralds, extra); 2, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil); 3, Mr. E. Bird (Spadix, tin foil).

- Mr. A. Moss (Huddersfield); 2, Mr. A. Moss; 3, Mrs. R. Howard (Leamington, black angel).

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.

- Mr. A. Moss, 2, Mr. A. Moss, 3, Mr. A. Moss.
TORBAY AS held their fourth Open Show at the end of September at Torquay Town Hall. Judges were Mr. R. C. Younger, Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell, Mr. R. R. Matley, Mr. R. Ryder, Mr. J. Scoble, Mr. R. T. Morris, and Mr. R. McK. "The show had approximately 500 entries from which to select the winners of the 33 classes of the Society. A. Sc. B. W. Tom, a. Sc. B. W. Tom."

"The winners were:"

**1st Prize**
- Mr. R. C. Younger (Plymouth), Mr. R. R. Matley (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Ryder (Plymouth), Mr. J. Scoble (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Morris (Plymouth), and Mr. R. McK. (Plymouth).

**2nd Prize**
- Mr. R. C. Younger (Plymouth), Mr. R. R. Matley (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Ryder (Plymouth), Mr. J. Scoble (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Morris (Plymouth), and Mr. R. McK. (Plymouth).

**3rd Prize**
- Mr. R. C. Younger (Plymouth), Mr. R. R. Matley (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Ryder (Plymouth), Mr. J. Scoble (Plymouth), Mr. R. T. Morris (Plymouth), and Mr. R. McK. (Plymouth).

"The award for best livebearer went to Mrs. J. Griffiths; best shark, Mr. H. Gardenier; best marine, Mr. L. Doublay; best coldwater, Mr. R. King; best junior, Master J. Gardenier. Detailed results were:

- B. 24 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
- B. 25 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
- B. 26 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
- B. 27 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
- B. 28 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
- B. 29 entries, 1: Mr. A. K. Kirby (Plymouth); 2: Mr. J. Bridger (Torquay); 3: Mr. C. W. C. Cornwell (Plymouth)."
In Brief . . .

NEW society LEWISHAM & DAS meets every other Monday at temporary headquarters in The Green Man, Broomley Road, Cudham. Secretary is Mr A. Jarmann, 63 Hook Lane, Walling, Kent. DAS 4DQ.

YEOLI & DAS (FRAS) were well and truly beaten by BORNEOMOUTH AS by 66 points to 59 in the semi-final of the ASAS inter-club quiz conducted by Mr Adams and Mr Ashton of Salisbury AS. Table show results were: Barnstaple: 1, Mrs Forward; 2, Mr A. Rundell; 3, Mr M. Fisher. Trophy breeders: 1, Mr R. Forward; 2, Mrs Nicholls; 3, Mr M. Fisher; coldwater breeders: 1, Mr S. Langdon; 2 & 3, Mr G. A. Kei, carp: 1, Mr R. Headon.

THE inaugural meeting of BELPER & DAS was held on 13th September and the general meeting was very encouraging; further new members will be welcomed — full details from Mr G. Dean, secretary, 3 Winter Close, Belper. derby Day 1:W 4 or Mr H. Gascoyne, Belper 5735.

WREXHAM TFS members had a most enjoyable evening when they welcomed 43 guests at their Open Night at the Fellowship Hall, Bradley Road, Wrexham. Guests were given an insight into club activities and received help and advice on fishkeeping. On view were the entries in the table show as well as the club’s library and trophies. The climax of the evening was a lecture by Mr W. L. Whitton, of Canada, on tank maintenance followed by slides of tanks and fish taken by members.

ALTHOUGH permanent headquarters have yet to be found THETFORD & DAS plan to hold monthly meetings and welcome new members. Secretary: Mr P. D. Hunt, 77 Bracken Road, Thetford. Norfolk will supply all details. The Society is a member of the EFA.

TWO club members of horticulture, Mr H. Berger and Mr M. Brill recently entertained and enlightened fellow members of LEICESTER & DAS with a talk on ornamental standards and judging techniques for both coldwater and tropical fish. Mr Berger used a number of his prize-winning pondfish as examples of the typical standards and points that can be achieved. Table show winners were: a.v. richard: 1 & 2, Mr W. Rowe (blue acara, marble angel); 2, Mrs P. Beade (tiramisus). A.s. tropical plant: 1 & 3, Mrs P. Beade (plant Hygrophila, twisted Vallis); 2, Mr W. Rowe (Cryptocoryne sp.). A.s. coldwater plant: 1 & 3, Mr Dyer (hornwort, Nymphaeaceae); 2, Mr W. Rowe (hornwort).

WHEN DERBY REGENT AS held a GET TOGETHER at the Inter-River League dinner at the Old County Hotel, Derby. Once again all members were entertained by Mr J. Keath, a skilful musician and member of the Magic Circle. Mr B. Irons judged the 12 classes in which Derby Regent gained 50 points (Allerton, 12).

WHEN Mr “Johnny” Walker of Bexleyheath entertained members of NEW FOREST AS at their September meeting with an amusing and informative talk on his methods of producing live cultures of microorganisms. Drilled worm and white worm, he also discussed daphnia but disclosed no secrets as to the best ponds from which to obtain it in the wild. Mrs M. Dudley wishes to thank all the many people who so kindly contributed expressions of sympathy in her recent sad loss. The support of so many friends in the fishkeeping fraternity has been a great help to her.

NEW Forest! Mr Al Paddley won in the table show class for swordtails and Mr D. Hardy in the class for commercial goldfish.

VILLAGES held their first meeting on 22nd September at the Brunnall Village Club, Cheshunt. After conducting the business necessary at a first meeting, members present (about 25) watched and discussed some interesting microscopes slides projected on a screen. Discussions on fish—from the looks very interesting and caused some lively discussion. Meetings are held every second Tuesday at Brunnall Village Club, melbourne Road, Brunnall, Cheshunt; Secretary, Mr B. A. Heap, 159 Aldenbro Crescent, Hazel Grove, Cheshunt SK7 1HX.

FREELANCE AS now have many new members and at their AGM the society formulated interesting plans for the future with regard to shows, lectures and outings. Recent informative lectures have been given by chairman Mr J. Stamp on fish breeding and by vice-chairman Mr E. Stainer and show-secretary Mr R. Bardon on fish feeding.

INDEPENDENT AS have had a triumphant year in connection with the competition between the North-West London Group of Aquarium Societies. So far they have won five of the six competitions held, with the last one being first prize in all four classes and with club member Mrs S. Mason taking the best fish in show award with a Radhara jacobini.

MR Frank Tamski (president) of Bedford AS held a talk on Fish Diseases and Cures that proved most helpful to members.

SOUTHEAST, LEIGH & DAS. At a second meeting, a quiz organised by Mrs B. Mitchell and her husband caused a great deal of merriment to everyone.

CHAIRMAN Mr E. Newman of KNOWLE & DAS, BRISTOL, tabled an interesting programme for the forthcoming monthly meetings at the Society’s AGM. This includes a monthly table show, a furnished aquarium competition and talks by well-known speakers. At the October meeting Mr S. Lloyd gave an excellent talk on coldwater fish which he illustrated by means of the fish he had with him. Mr Lloyd then judged the coldwater table show and awarded Mr W. Hanot first and second Open Award (3, Mr J. Stirling) and first, second and third Novice to Mr J. Stirling.

ROEHAMPTON AS narrowly won the inter-club competition held with RIVERSIDE AS by 21 points to 19. Judge was Mr P. Ginger (FRAS).
THE Committee of SOUTH PARK AQUATIC (STUDY) SOCIETY sadly record the passing of Mr. R. Dudley, chairman and founder of the club. His presence and leadership will be sadly missed. Mr. D. J. Pearson has been asked to act as caretaker chairman until the AGM in January 1972. At the same meeting, the club regrettably accepted the resignation of Mr. F. Glynn, the treasurer, who will shortly be moving away and Mr. R. Trimm will act as caretaker chairman until the AGM.

LATEST news received from BRADFORD & DAS relates an interesting talk by Mr. Horace Foden about the pitfalls experienced by aquarists, and a visit to the premises of a dealer in Wakerfield, past president Mr. Alec Fifth, where members learnt all about the trials and tribulations involved in setting up a shop and were vastly entertained by the exhibition antics of a Spanish hog fish, which cavorted around its tank leaping the loop and generally delighting its audience.

DIRECTLY as a result of LEAMINGTON & DAS'S very successful exhibition this year, the Society's membership has been rapidly increasing and to encourage further growth a prize is being awarded to the member who successfully introduces the most new members during the rest of the year. Mr. & Mrs. Board won the pond competition held by the club and Mr. Frank Stoodley was awarded first place in the Exhibition results.

A light-hearted quiz to test member's general knowledge of fish provided COVENTRY POOL & AS with a very pleasant meeting. The quiz was carefully prepared by members Mr. Eric Willims and Mrs. Steve Woolridge, who put a lot of effort into preparing colour sketches of numerous fish species, which, despite many jocular remarks (by those who were unable to recognise the fishes, needless to say!) were both accurate and realistic.

MEMBERS OF MERSEYSEIDE AS were very successful at the Grimwood AS first open show, being awarded eight firsts, five seconds and three thirds. The Society hopes to continue their successes at this year's BAF.

MASTER K. Lamb of YORK & DAS is enjoying great success at table shows. He has won in the classes for junior egglayers, juvenile livebearers, and the best fish in show award.

Dates for Your Diary

13th November. MIXEDEN T.E.S Open Show, The Mixenden Community Centre, Clay Lane, Mixenden, Halifax, Yorks.


15th November. HENDON & BAS ANNUAL CONGRESS, Withfield Secondary Modern School, Clarence Road, Hendon, London, N.W.4. 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. Iain Chrystie. Tickets 50p from Mr. S. Marquand, 19, Ashley Gardens, London, N.W.8.

17th November. MIDLAND AQUARIISTS LEAGUE Final Show, Frimley Youth Centre, Guildford. 9 a.m. admission, half-hourly.

17th November. HARTLEPOOL A.S. Open Show, Longsight Hall, Hartlepool. Secretary: Mr. J. D. Worsley. 26, Hayfield Road, Carlisle, Cumbria, mobile, half-hourly.


18th November. BRADFORD & DAS Open Show, East Bowling Club, Listermoor, Skircoat, Bradford. Secretary: Mr. E. J. Brown, 8 Garden Field, Wibsey.

19th November. FUR, FEATHER & AQUARIUM SHOW, King's Hall, Lower Clifton Road, London E.C. (Braye, North & East London Aquarium Society). Secretary: Mr. D. D. Wards. 10 a.m. - 8.15 p.m. Speaker: Dr. W. N. Allen. tickets £1.00.

20th November. AURREBROUGH & DAS Open Show, Yeovil Town Hall, Yeovil, Somerset. Dinner, 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. J. J. Halsey. 12, Wellington Road, New Wivelis, Yeovil, 12. tickets £1.00.

20th November. BIRDSHIRE A.S. Open Show, New Civic Hall, Bradford, Bradford. Speaker: Mr. J. C. E. Spalding. 12, Waveney Avenue, Yeovil, 12. tickets £1.00.

21st December. LEICESTER A.S. Open Show, New Civic Hall, Leicester. Speaker: Mr. A. J. T. Crofton. 2, Deane Road, Leicester, 12. tickets £1.00.

1972 Note your special dates in the PFM Aquarist's Pocket Diary 1972, now available (29 p.p. from PFM, 124 Garrett Lane, London SW17 9LY).

January 1973

15th January. DERBY REGENT AQUARIUM SOCIETY Annual Show, Britannia Sports Centre, Britannia Road, Derby. Speaker: Mr. R. G. Halsey. 12, Mansfield Road, Derby. (Free) 12, tickets £1.00.

February 1973

16th February. ROTHERHAM & DAS 5th Open Show, Britannia Manor School, Britannia Lane, Rotherham. Speaker: Mrs. J. A. Brown. 9, Rotherham Avenue, Rother- ham, 12, tickets £1.00.

21st February. INDEPENDENT A.S. Open Show, The Public Hall, Stockport Town Hall, Upper Street, Stockport, Greater Manchester. 6.30 p.m. tickets £1.00.

12th April. COVENTRY POOL & AS Open Show, Foleshill Community Centre, Foleshill Road, Coventry. 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. G. R. Beesley. 12, Ridgeway Avenue, Shelfield, Coventry. 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. G. R. Beesley. 12, Ridgeway Avenue, Shelfield, Coventry.

5th May. ORIUM A.S. Open Show, Lymington, Dorset, United Kingdom. Speaker: Mr. E. A. B. Pickering. 12, West Priors, Bournemouth, Dorset. 6.30 p.m. tickets £1.00.

12th May. GLOUCESTER & AS Open Show, Gloucester University, Gloucester, Gloucester. Speaker: Mr. A. G. Chaloner. 12, Gloucester Road, Gloucester. 12, tickets £1.00.

12th May. CROCODILUS A.S. Open Show, The School, Church Street, Martock, Somerset. 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. E. H. Crossland. 12, tickets £1.00.

19th May. YEOVIL & DAS Open Show, The School Hall, Church Street, Martock, 6.30 p.m. Speaker: Mr. E. H. Crossland. 12, tickets £1.00.

19th June. LANTHANUM MAJOR A.S. Open Show, Home Secretary: Mr. J. Edwards, 6, The Mill, Kington, Hereford, Hereford. 12, tickets £1.00.

17th June. SWILLINGHAM AS Open Show, 17th June. SHERBROOKE A.S. Open Show, 5, The Moor, Sherborne, Dorset, England. 6.30 p.m. tickets £1.00.


To all cichlid fans—to the new BRITISH CICHLID ASSOCIATION membership secretary is Mr. Philip N. Berry, 131 Sherburn Road, Daybrook, Notts. Please send and i.e. with all inquiries.

"The best food for fish is fish" OLD CHINESE PROVERB

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR BROSIAM

BRITAIN'S Second Best FISH FOOD!
Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

FERNWOOD AQUARIUM, 152 Havant Road, Hayling Island. Open for the sale of fish and plants until 5 p.m. Sundays.

OVER 120 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish—for personal shoppers only. Kingfishers, 308 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 01-650 3716. Closed Wednesdays.

M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarium), Church Road, Bishops Cleeve, nr Cheltenham, Glos. We have the finest selection of tropical marine in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropicals, plants, and all other aquarists’ requirements. Phone 024-267 3077. Open till 8:30 p.m. weekdays.

REPTILES


WATER PLANTS

ASK YOUR DEALER for Bresiam Plant Fertiliser. There’s nothing else quite like it. A natural vegetable product containing no chemicals. Easy to use.

EQUIPMENT

AQUARIUM FRAMES, SHADES STANDS. 12 in x 11 in, 4 steel angle, 48 in x 12 in, £5.00; 48 in x 12 in, £5.00; 60 in x 12 in, £7.50; 60 in x 12 in, £7.50. Complete sets: 24 in x 12 in frame, stand, £5.50; 30 in x 12 in frame, stand, £7.50; 36 in x 12 in frame, stand, £7.50. Carr. paid, money back guarantee. Complete list, s.a.e. Hockney Engineers, Derwent Place, Leeds 11. Phone 25061.

RUSTPROOFED AQUARIUM, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers: s.a.e. Westby, Burton, Ormskirk.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates: 4p per word (minimum charge 40p); Box no. 10p extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to PetFish Monthly, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY

MISCELLANEOUS

BADGES. Every Society needs bright enamel badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. Y. Commons, 12, C. Street, Birmingham, BI 3HE.


BOOKS

BIND your copies of PETFISH MONTHLY as you receive them. Binder £1 (£3) each post free from PFM office.


FBAS Show Fish Guide and Technical Information. Booklets nos. 1, 2 and 3, 24 pages each; 10p each post free. P.F. Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY.

STAFF REQUIRED

SCANSTOCK LTD now have vacancies for Trailers in our new Tropical Fish and Waterplant Nurseries. Good rates of pay, permanent position. Apply for interview to: Scanstock Ltd., Carters Hill, Arborfield, nr Reading, Berks. Telephone Arborfield Cross 795.

THE WORLD BENEATH THE SEA.

By Monica Torchio. £1.95. A really fine new book on marine life with over 120 colour photographs and packed with information on sea life. Good value at £1.95. When ordering please send your remittance and add 10% for postage and packing to: The Aquatic Book Service, 233 Upper Richmond Road West, London, SW14.


THE AQUATIC BOOK SERVICE. Has moved to a new address. If you would like a copy of our new catalogue, please write to: 233 Upper Richmond Road West, East Sheen, London, SW14.

FISH

VEILTAILS & SHUBUNKINS for sale. Call 88 Southdown Road, Fareham. Phone Fareham 87384.

FOR SALE

TWO TROPICAL FISH TANKS, 30 in x 13 in, 30 in x 13 in, in very good condition with extensive and high quality extras (breeding traps, filters, air pumps etc). Also small fish tank. Selling at half original price. Ring 01-758 9906.

EHEIM FILTERS for CHRISTMAS. A few 186 models, with about 5 years use, in perfect working order, at £9.95 including post & packing. (Retail new at £16.60). A superb filter. Send now, C.W.O. Only a few available. 7-day refund if not completely satisfied. Thinkanks, 6 Riverdale Gardens, Twickenham, Middlesex.

NORWOOD AQUARIUM

London’s Leading Wholesale Suppliers of Aquatic Equipment Prompt and Reliable Service to Retailers 24 KNIGHTS HILL, LONDON S.E.27 Phone 01-670 6908
...the heating Champions!

MAXAMATIC
for large aquariums

INTERPET

MAXAMATIC
combined HEATER & THERMOSTAT
SUBMERSIBLE HEATER-THERMOSTAT
MINIMATIC
for small aquariums

both with
COMBINED HEATER & THERMOSTAT

⭐ Only one unit needs to be placed in the aquarium. Therefore easier to conceal.
⭐ No extraneous wiring – therefore safer and easier to wire up.
⭐ Simply connect a plug, therefore less dealer time spent in explaining the fixing.
⭐ Submersible – therefore the heater end can be placed right at the bottom of the tank giving virtually even heating throughout the aquarium.
⭐ Readily adjusted – just remove the bung and turn the screw.

MAXAMATIC (100 w. – 125 w. – 150 w.)
This thermostat is the only one designed for a thermostatic heater with a built-in heat shield at the bottom of the thermostat.
Single wound heater element for rugged reliability.
Recommended retail price £1.45

MINIMATIC (up to 75 w.)
Very neat – only 8½” long and ½” diameter.
Noninvasive in the smaller aquarium.
Ideal for small aquariums such as Hywars, etc.
Recommended retail price £1.29

Interpet
for trouble-free fish keeping

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
TWO FAVOURITES FROM ALGARDE

AQUARIUM POWER CLEANER
A powerful, stylish, highly efficient cleaning aid. Complete with extension tube.
Operates in any depth of water between 8 and 16 inches (23-40 cm).
£1.05 (Recommended Retail Price)

PUSH BUTTON TONGS
The handiest tool yet. An invaluable aid to planting. Removes snails, leaves, debris, dead fish, etc.
You will probably find uses for these we haven't thought of!
62p (Recommended Retail Price)

Ask your retailer to show you these and other Algarde Aquarium accessories.
If these two items are unobtainable in your area you can order direct from us. Add 15p. per item P. & P. But do try your local retailer first.
Made in England by
ALGARDE 401A RIPPLE ROAD BARKING ESSEX.
01-594 1899
Trade enquiries invited.

The Ark Aquatic Centre

If you want cheap fish regardless of quality, and if you expect bad service coupled with a poor standard of presentation—we are proud that we cannot help you.
However, we can offer you one of the best displays of non-drugged marine and freshwater tropical fish in the country, and certainly one of the largest selections of invertebrates in the U.K.

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU. TRY US.
The Ark Aquatic Centre, High Street
Bramley, Surrey. tel: 2770

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
30p
on purchases of tropical or marine fish over £1.50
See page 363
VALID TILL 31.12.72

The Aquarium Shop
115 Coldharbour Road, Redland, Bristol 6
Telephone: 45463
Special offer to every complete set up. £1.00 fish free
Tropical Machines Freshwater Coldwater Tropical Plants All types of Pet Food
All equipment for the Aquarist
Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Gem and Jewel Stockist
Daphnia and Tubifex usually available

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The Cichlid Fishes of the Great Lakes of Africa

Their Biology and Evolution

G. FRYER and T. D. ILES

Contents:
- Introduction
- The Environmental Background: The African Lakes
- An Introduction to African Cichlids: Their Structure and Habits
- A Word about Taxonomy - Feeding Habits - Breeding Habits - Means of Communication: The Language of Cichlids
- Other Specialised Habits - Predators and Parasites
- Species inter-relationships and Community Structure - Genetic Polymorphism - Growth Phenomena - Cichlids as a Natural Resource
- Evolution 1: The History of the African Lakes
- Evolution 2: Adaptive Radiation
- Evolution 3: Speciation
- Evolution 4: Controversial aspects of Speciation
- A Word in Conclusion
- References

£12 net price

Oliver & Boyd

A Division of the Longman Group Limited

Tweeddale Court, 14 High Street,
Edinburgh EH1 1YL

Available throughout Europe, Africa, Asia, and South America through your local bookshop or direct from Oliver & Boyd. For customers in the U.K., and its dependencies, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand only, contact T.F.H. Publications, Neptune City, N.J., U.S.A.
The WISA 300
AQUARIUM PUMP

The most powerful vibrator pump in the world. Silent; ozone resistant. Will operate about 80 airstones. Price £21.50—if you send us a stamped, addressed envelope we will post you a FREE descriptive leaflet with all the technical details and instructions.

The "LONG-LONG" Diffuser Stone will bring into your aquarium a curtain of fine bubbles of air 10 inches long and ½ inch wide, giving an undreamed of effect: superb aeration!
Price 72p each

BEST QUALITY T PIECES, price 2½p each (4 for 10p, post paid).

That amazing device for removing algae from the glass of your tanks
THE ALGAE MAGNET
(suitable for Marine Aquaria!)
Price £1.10 each

DE LUXE MODEL 1.40 each
KING SIZE (3½ x 2 x 1¾ in.) for large plate glass Aquaria £4.12 each

HILLSIDE AQUATICS
29 Dixons Hill Road
Welham Green
Nr Hatfield, Herts
Tel: Hatfield 62522

For 1973:
petfish aquarist's diary

Pocket-size, with pencil, and containing

• PAGES OF TECHNICAL DATA AND GUIDANCE ON AQUARIUM AND POND-KEEPING

• GENERAL INFORMATION

• MAPS OF THE WORLD IN COLOUR

40p post free

To be published 27th October 1972
Order early to avoid disappointment

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 ONY

Please send __________ copies of the 1973 PetFish Aquarist's Diary for which I enclose __________________

Name __________________
Address __________________
________________________

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
H. TISBURY & SONS
SPICE PITTS FARM, CHURCH ROAD,
NOAK HILL, HAVERING, ESSEX
RM4 1LD
Phone Ingrebourne 41376
BREEDERS OF HIGH-CLASS FANCY GOLDFISH

Our new fish and plant house is now fully completed and stocked.
Tanks comprise of 51 24" x 15" x 12" coldwater tanks, devoted entirely
to the various species of fancy goldfish.
Tropical fish tanks comprise 72 24" x 15" x 12" and 30 36" x 15" x 12" tanks
of which 6 are marine fish and invertebrates.
These tanks are in 4 banks of 3 high in an area of 20 x 40 ft. Thereby
giving plenty of space for viewing at your leisure.
Why not pay us a visit and see for yourself

Winter hours of opening till 1st April. Mon-Sat 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun 10a.m. to 6p.m.
FISH SENT BY RAIL PLEASE ADD £1 CARRIAGE
SITUATED 5 MINUTES FROM GALLOWS CORNER ROUNDBOAT (A12)
By Public Transport from Romford Station no. 174 bus to door
VISITORS WELCOME

In our
Showrooms
at all times
A wide variety of rare and interesting specimens of
tropical fish
Growing selection
of Marine fish
Complete selection of
Aquatic Equipment
Open Daily
9 a.m.-6.30 p.m.
9 a.m.-8 p.m. every Friday.
Half-day closing Wednesday.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Open Saturdays to
5.30 p.m. Closed all day Sunday.

keith barraclough AQUARIST LTD
568 GREAT HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD BD7 3HW, YORKSHIRE  Tel: 0274-76241

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Available at your local pet shop

Please ask for our leaflets

Binders for your copies of PetFish Monthly

£1.00 As you receive each issue of PFM it can be inserted into the binder, which holds 12 copies (one volume). Stiff covers, leathercloth bound, and gold-blocked title.

Vitakraft Europe's most important manufacturers and suppliers of pet articles

28 Bremen 44 (W. Germ.)

Please send Binders for Petfish Monthly, for which I enclose

P.O./Cheque value

Name

Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The House of Fishes

This Christmas present thing is past. Get a gift voucher from The H. o. F. and your future happiness will be assured; from 50p, then in £ denominations.

All this can be arranged by post. If you want to shop personally you will be very welcome, of course, and we have thousands of pounds’ worth of stock to tempt you.

It can be a little troublesome actually getting into the shop at times though, but we have no objection to your using your elbows.

You can use your Barclaycard or Access Card at The House of Fishes.
77 Old High Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Phone 4723
Open daily 9 a.m. till 7 p.m. Closed all day Wednesday and Sunday

HELLO!
I’m Your Friendly Neighbourhood
DATAM DEALER

If you need QUALITY AQUARIUM EQUIPMENT come and see me.
Look for this sign on my window →
It’ll guarantee you a good deal.

“We saw your advertisement in PFM”
WE SPECIALISE IN SERVICE

Have You Been To Our Shop Yet?

We have one of the best ranges of fish, plants and accessories, in the Midlands.

Fish which we have sold to our customers have taken over 50 prizes at open shows this year, including 5 best fish in show.

Of course we still breed discus come and see them breeding!

TRIPPAS TROPICALS
252 Highfield Road
Hall Green
Birmingham B28 0FF
Telephone 021-777 5708

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri - 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Closed all day Wednesday

McLYNN'S
FISH FOOD
FOR TROPICAL &
COLD WATER FISH

McLYNN'S
FORTIFIED
DAPHNIA
THE BEST BOOK BY D. McINERNY
"ALL ABOUT TROPICAL FISH"
GET THEM FROM YOUR PET SHOP

McLYNN'S PET FOOD CO.
SQUIRRELS LEAP, WOODFIELD LANE.
ASHTEAD, SURREY
phone: Ashstead 72009

SUPREME AQUARIUM
We are exporters of FANCY TROPICAL
FISH & AQUATIC PLANTS. Best quality.
Specialized packaging.
Please write to the following for free price list:
SUPREME AQUARIUM
P.O. Box 73
Singapore 1
Republic of Singapore
Cable: "FISHFARM"

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
50p
on purchases over £2.50
See page 363
VALID TILL 31.12.72
More tanks for your money!

Why buy expensive tanks when you can choose your own size and shape, and make them yourself! Just five pieces of glass and the sensational Clam Super Sealant gives you a perfect aquarium. Clam Super Sealant is durable, flexible, rot proof and waterproof — and can withstand extremes of temperature. Repairs leaky tanks too!

ONLY 75p
a large tube

Available in Black or translucent colours

make them yourself with CLAM SUPER SEALANT

Available from all good hardware stores or send the coupon below with cheque or P.O. for £1.50 to:
Clam-Brummit Ltd, Maxwell Road, Borehamwood, Herts.

NOW OPEN
Harveys Fins & Wings
AT
Welwyn Department Store
Tropical and Marine Specialists
50 large display tanks containing over 150 species
Full range of accessories and foods
including frozen Mysus
Pumps, filters, heaters, etc. etc.

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER
Collect the coupons throughout this publication and bring them to us before 31 December 1972 AND SAVE UP TO 30% (only exchangeable at Fins & Wings Department)

WELWYN DEPARTMENT STORE
WELWYN GARDEN CITY HERTS

K. S. PRICE
ARNOLD'S YARD, OLD MARKET PLACE
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
Tel: 061-928 7957
(Next to the Unicorn Hotel)

Tropical, Marine and Coldwater Fish
Plants and Accessories
Manufacturers of Aquaria
Mon. closed; Tues. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.; Wed. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.; Fri. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sun. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

PetFish Monthly
CALENDAR for 1973
in full colour
12 colour plates of coral fishes
See details in December PFM

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
## HUGE DISCOUNTS - HUGE DISCOUNTS

**D.M.O. PRODUCTS**

66 GEORGE STREET CROYDON SURREY

MAIL ORDER ONLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetramin 8 oz</td>
<td>£2.21</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetramin 2 lb</td>
<td>£7.50</td>
<td>£6.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 1 lb 2 oz</td>
<td>£1.76</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.B. Vita-mix 1 lb</td>
<td>£2.14</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond Pride Breeder Pack</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>£1.69</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEATERS &amp; THERMOSTATS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena Auto Heaters</td>
<td>£2.87</td>
<td>£2.29</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Silk Stat</td>
<td>£1.38</td>
<td>£1.19</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Combination</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
<td>£1.19</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNO Heaters</td>
<td>£2.28</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rona Pencil</td>
<td>£2.64</td>
<td>£2.39</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR PUMPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena '100'</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena Super</td>
<td>£3.15</td>
<td>£2.79</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger Pump</td>
<td>£6.30</td>
<td>£5.79</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston Pump Junior</td>
<td>£3.75</td>
<td>£3.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>£6.90</td>
<td>£6.39</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisa 300</td>
<td>£2.20</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILTERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrol Power</td>
<td>£1.82</td>
<td>£1.59</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airstream Super</td>
<td>£1.66</td>
<td>£1.39</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airstream Motor Filter</td>
<td>£2.42</td>
<td>£2.20</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamo Super</td>
<td>£10.50</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eheim 366 Fresh or Salt Water Fresh</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
<td>£13.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>£17.00</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuova Turbino</td>
<td>£16.20</td>
<td>£13.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuova Turbo</td>
<td>£19.80</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eheim 488</td>
<td>£21.00</td>
<td>£17.99</td>
<td>35p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatom Filter</td>
<td>£18.80</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>25p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARINE PRODUCTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers Salt 12 gal.</td>
<td>£1.05</td>
<td>£0.89</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 gal.</td>
<td>£1.89</td>
<td>£1.49</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Kit (hydrometer, pH Kit, Nitrate Kit, Dodinum Cure, Algae Fertilizer, Trace element booster)</td>
<td>£5.67</td>
<td>£4.49</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein Skimmer</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
<td>£4.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sander Ozoneor</td>
<td>£16.00</td>
<td>£14.99</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exotic Marine Fish (Looseleaf)</td>
<td>£8.50</td>
<td>£7.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exotic Tropical Fish</td>
<td>£8.50</td>
<td>£7.49</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltwater Aquarium</td>
<td>£3.75</td>
<td>£3.29</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exotic Aquarium Fishes</td>
<td>£1.97</td>
<td>£1.69</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshwater Tropical Fish (R. Legg)</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
<td>£3.99</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbook of Fish Diseases (E. Amlacher)</td>
<td>£3.75</td>
<td>£3.29</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding Aquarium Fishes (Axilrod)</td>
<td>£4.20</td>
<td>£3.69</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemone Fishes (Allen)</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
<td>£4.59</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Water Systems for Experimental Aquariums (Clark)</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>£3.69</td>
<td>10p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TANKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Usual price</th>
<th>Our price</th>
<th>Post &amp; packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18&quot; Bermuda</td>
<td>£3.77</td>
<td>£3.09</td>
<td>30p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; Tahiti</td>
<td>£5.49</td>
<td>£4.39</td>
<td>35p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37&quot; Gem Tank and Cover</td>
<td>£11.55</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39&quot; Gem Tank and Cover</td>
<td>£15.68</td>
<td>£13.99</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53&quot; Gem Tank and Cover</td>
<td>£22.80</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
<td>£1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TANKS — All Glott. London and Suburbs only. Delivery two weeks from order

- 24" Tank and Cover: £7.99
- 26" Tank and Cover: £9.99
- 46" Tank and Cover: £11.99
- 60" Tank and Cover: £14.99

### POND

- Proops Fountain & Waterfall: £9.45 £7.99 15p
- Oster Cub Fountain: £8.50 £7.50 15p
- Oster Fountain & Waterfall: £12.40 £10.99 20p
- K.B. Pond Filters: £3.99 £3.39 10p
- Pond Liners: £3.95 £3.49 20p
- 10" x 8": £6.45 £5.79 25p
- 12" x 9": £10.25 £8.99 30p
- 15" x 12": £13.45 £11.99 35p

### POND LIGHTS

- Aquaglow (2 lights): £9.00 £7.99 20p
- Moon Glow (4 lights): £18.00 £16.49 10p
- Moon Glow (6 lights): £24.50 £22.99 40p

Terms: Cash with order. Orders exceeding £25 no post, and packing charge. All goods guaranteed against defects.

*Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.*
New Phillips Aquavite vitaminizes the water your fish breathe.

Research has shown that fish have far higher vitamin requirements than man. For instance, weight for weight they need 4 times more Vitamin B₁, 5 times more nicotinic acid and as much as 16 times more Vitamin B₃.

Now with NEW PHILLIPS AQUAVITE you can give your fish the essential food vitamins they need—even when they are not actively feeding.

That's because Phillips Aquavite is water-soluble. Simply drop an Aquavite tablet into the tank. As it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish, over the gills—by marines, in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips Aquavite stimulates the appetite, promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. Specially recommended when introducing new fish into the marine aquaria.

Phillips Aquavite will not cloud the water.

50 tablets 30p

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd., Park Royal, N.W.10.

Tropical Aquarium Fishes
Freshwater and Marine
by Dr. George Cust and Graham Cox

Written by two experts on the subject, this really up-to-date book is divided into two parts: one devoted to freshwater fish and the other to the more difficult but increasingly popular marine fish. In each section there are chapters on setting up aquaria (including descriptions of equipment and methods of water management), the anatomy and physiology of fish, the methods of feeding, breeding and treating diseases, and a catalogue of the species of fish in each group: 144 pages, 60 black and white photographs and line drawings, 65 colour photographs, 20 two-colour diagrams.

From all good booksellers £2.50
In case of difficulty, direct from Dept. S5, 42 The Centre, Feltham, Middlesex. Please add 35p for post and packing.

The Hamlyn Group
WINGATE of WINCHESTER
7 MARKET STREET
Tel 2406
For HEALTHY TROPICAL, FRESHWATER AND MARINE FISH and A COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF AQUARIUMS AND ACCESSORIES. Main stockists of JUWEL and GEM aquariums.
Est. 1948

YOU WANT THE BEST FISHES?
TROPICAL FRESHWATER, MARINES, PLANTS:
Direct from BREEDERS
Contact: GARDENIA AQUARIUM
26 JALAN TERUBOK
SINGAPORE 20
Cables: Brutus

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
75p
on purchases of coral over £1.90
See page 363
VALID TILL 31.12.72

Neals garden and pet centre
Heathfield Road Wandsworth SW18
More than 50 tanks stocked with
large variety of Tropical and
Coldwater Fish
Tanks and Equipment
Bird Aviaries
Reptiles
Call in and see us
Open 7 days a week
Tel: 01-874 2037

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
To
PetFish Monthly
554 Garratt Lane
London, S.W.17
Please send me PetFish Monthly
each month for
6 months (£1.50)
12 months (£3.00)
($7.50 for 12 months for USA and Canada)
starting with the
issue (subscriptions can run from any
month's issue for six or twelve issues).
Cash/cheque/P.O. enclosed.
Name
Address

FROZEN FISH FOOD SUPPLIES
Import — Own Catching Stations — Export
50 cbm Deep Freeze Store — 15,000 litres Sea Fish Food Layout
Uwe Erdmann 2861 Stendorff bei Bremen,
Phone (0421) 63 28 21 Hinter dem Felde 82, Germany
Mysis, cockle meat, sand shrimp, squid, fish roe, lanceostone tails, brine shrimp, small crayfish, edible mussel,
Australian mussel, sea plankton, water fleas, tubifex, coral sand, cockle shell, aquarium fish remedies.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
HARROW GREEN AQUATICS

Phone: 01-539 1250

625 HIGH ROAD · LEYTONSTONE · LONDON E.11
(Leytonstone Underground Station 5 minutes walk. Bus routes 10, 262)

400 Tanks
THE FINEST SELECTION OF TROPICAL FISH IN LONDON
Regular Imports of Fishes from BANGKOK, SINGAPORE, SOUTH AMERICA & German Agencies
LARGE POLY-COATED TANKS —a good Selection in Stock
Everything You Need PLUS the Best Advice!
Provident Cheques Accepted

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Retailers—send for our Price List on your trade letterheading

UNIQUE BIOLOGICAL FILTER
FOR TROPICAL AND MARINE OR COLD WATER AQUARIA
Fit it—Forget it!

This filter, which will operate from a standard air pump, was designed especially to meet the exacting demands of the modern aquarist.
The design of the base and the large bore air-lift (which can be fitted either end) give the high rate of filtration necessary even for marines.

Nothing but water can get beneath the flush fitting base once it has been installed and no further attention is necessary.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL SUPPLIER NOW! (OR DIRECT—add 15p p.&p.)
These three sizes, used singly or in multiples will fit the standard range of aquaria.

Manufactured in England by ALGARDE 401a Ripple Road, Barking, Essex

"I saw your advertisement in PFM."
MURKY GARDEN POND?
CLOUDY AQUARIUM?
DIRTY GOLD FISH BOWL?
WHITE SPOT TROUBLE?

Bioquatic Laboratories produce a unique range of quality aquatic products which effectively deal with these problems. If unobtainable in your area write direct and include 5p for post and packaging.

ACUREL® E will keep the water CLEAR in your garden pond. 2 oz. to treat approx. 500 gals. Retail 43p. 4 oz. to treat approx. 1000 gals. Retail 70p.

ACUREL® F will keep your aquarium CRYSTAL CLEAR and improve filter efficiency by over 500% Retail 43p.

ACUREL® GOLD will keep your goldfish bowl CLEAN for many weeks without having to repeatedly change the water. Retail 25p.

ACUREL® Q is a well established, reliable cure for WHITE SPOT fungus and algae. Use it regularly as a disinfectant and preventive. In capsule form for accurate easy to administer dosages. Retail 34p.

ACUREL products are chemically pure and if used as directed will not harm your fish, plants and live foods etc.

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Bioquatic Laboratories
161 Rustlings Road
SHEFFIELD S11 7AD

OVER 350 VARIETIES
OF TROPICAL FISH ALWAYS IN STOCK PLUS MARINES AND COLDWATER. A WIDE AND VARIED SELECTION OF PLANTS, TANKS, BOOKS, POOLS AND ALL ACCESSORIES. STOCKISTS OF THE EXQUISITE RANGE OF TROPHY ALL-GLASS AQUARIUMS AT

ROSEDALE AQUATICS
EATHORPE
Nr LEAMINGTON SPA
Phone MARTON 681

43 MELBOURNE RD
EARLSDON
COVENTRY
Phone 72772

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

AT EATHORPE
MON AND FRI
10 AM — 9 PM
WED THUR SAT SUN
10 AM — 8 PM
CLOSED ALL DAY
TUESDAY

AT COVENTRY
THUR AND FRI
10 AM — 8 PM
MON TUE SAT SUN
10 AM — 6 PM
CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY

NO PARKING PROBLEMS AT:

CATFORD AQUARIA
72 BRADGATE ROAD
RUSHLEY GREEN, S.E.6.
Tropical, Coldwater
and Marine Fish
Proprietor: K. N. WELLS member N.W.A.S.
Tel 01-690 3834 Open 6 days a week
Late night Friday—Open Sunday morning

Harveys Fins & Wings
THIS COUPON WORTH
£1.00

on purchases of tropical or marine fish over £4.00
See page 363
VALID TILL 31.12.72
### TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD

**244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1**

**Telephone 01-834 5179**

A Selection of Soft-Cover Aquatic Books from Our Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AquaBrite</td>
<td>£1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden Pools (Paul Staton)</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden Pools</td>
<td>37p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish as Pets</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouramies in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guppies</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guppies in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guppies as Pets</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guppies for the Advanced Hobbyist</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to be Enjoying an Aquarist</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Guppies</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to be an Ichthyologist</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koi for Home and Garden</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koi (Roe &amp; Evans)</td>
<td>63p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Aquarium</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know How to Breed Egglayers</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know How to Breed Livebearers</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Goldfish</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Hydra</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Aquarium Plants</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know How to Keep Saltwater Fishes</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Your Guppies</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know How to Breed Tropical Fish</td>
<td>38p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping Seashores</td>
<td>30p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Foods</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Aquarium O'Connell</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Aquarium Guide</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Looseleaf Supplement No 1</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh Gardens</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollies in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchax Group</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencil Fish</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetFish Binder</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photography for Aquarists</td>
<td>75p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piranhas</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placies and Moons</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond and Stream Life</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond Life</td>
<td>80p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond Life in the Aquarium</td>
<td>52p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention and Care Tropical Fish Disease</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playful Turtles</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reptiles and Amphibians of Europe</td>
<td>80p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasboras</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting right with Tropical Fish</td>
<td>35p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting right with Goldfish</td>
<td>35p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up your first Aquarium</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltwater Fishes in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seahorses</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese Fighting Fish</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swordtails</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swordtails for the Advanced Hobbyist</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting with Goldfish</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seahorses in your Home</td>
<td>37p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical as Pets</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical Fish in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical Freshwater Aquarium</td>
<td>45p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Educational Aquarium</td>
<td>52p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vivarium</td>
<td>61.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical Fish as Pets</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical Fish Primer</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aquarium in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetras, Book I</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical Fish</td>
<td>31p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtles</td>
<td>31p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtles as Pets</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtles in Colour</td>
<td>17p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Terrarium</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Still Available From Us**

**FRESHWATER FISHES OF THE WORLD**

By Gunther Sterba

£5.25

Postal charges: For orders up to £1.00, 16p; up to £2.00, 20p; up to £4.00, 37p; up to £6.00, 47p.
NEW TROPIC MARIN
THE ARTIFICIAL SEA SALT WITH GUARANTEE
5 gal size—£5p
10 gal size—£1
20 gal size—£1.85
Postage 23p on any quantity.
This salt makes artificial sea water almost indistinguishable from natural sea water.

NOW AVAILABLE TO
Traders and to Hobbyists
from Most Good Dealers
In case of difficulty write to us for the name of your nearest supplier.

HILENA INTEGRAL
The regulator for sea-water and fertilizer for sea-water plants. Of great value in natural aquaria or those housing invertebrates. Price 75p.

SANDER OZONIZER
INVALUABLE FOR MARINE OR FRESHWATER AQUARIAS
No. 2 Large enough for 4 sixty gallon aquariums Price £15.75
No. 3 Large enough for 8 sixty gallon aquariums Price £17.85

WHAT DOES OZONE DO IN THE AQUARIUM
Burns dangerous protein and kills bacteria. The Cilia of Protozoa are burned, thus preventing them from swimming and feeding, so that they die.

WHAT IS OZONE?
An unstable molecule comprised of three atoms of oxygen which readily breaks down to release active atoms of oxygen.

WHAT IS THE OVERALL EFFECT?—CLEANER, SAFER WATER
Direct from us post free or from all good dealers—Trade enquiries invited.

HILENA BAKTERIZIT
Anti-bacterial use in disinfecting fishes during travel and new arrivals, killing many of the bacteria found in new fish, particularly after being crowded. Freshwater and seawater. Price 75p.

LIVING STONES
Pieces of rock and coral collected from the Coral Reef containing countless forms of marine animal and plant life so important in sustaining a natural marine tank.

WE HAVE AN INTERESTING AND COLOURFUL SELECTION OF MARINE FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES AND SHALL BE RECEIVING REGULAR MONTHLY SHIPMENTS THROUGHOUT THE WINTER. ALSO EXCELLENT AQUARIUM-GROWN SEA PLANTS FROM £1 PORTION.

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries receiving a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stradford—Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Midland “Red” Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, passes the door, right as “The Crown.” Handsworth.

HOURS OF BUSINESS—NOVEMBER—MARCH 10 a.m.—5 p.m. APRIL—OCTOBER 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £7.50. Insulated container and carriage £1.30. Coldwater minimum order £5 plus £1.30 carriage. Plants by post (minimum order £2.50) please add £0.50 post and packing.